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 Introduction: Modernism and Modernisms 
 
 Wilde The Picture of Dorian Gray  
 
 Joyce Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man  
 
 Eliot The Waste Land  
 
 Modernist Journal Project: Blast and The Little Review  
  
 Film: “Metropolis” | Film: “Modern Times”  
 
 Woolf Jacob’s Room  
 
 Hemingway in our time: The 1924 Text 
 
 Durrell Panic Spring: A Romance 
 
 Review & Exam Preparation  
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Course Description & Objectives 
 
 
ENGL 3056 & HUMN 4496 introduce the literary theory, form, and style of 
Modernism, a literary movement that dominated the first half of the 20th 
century and continues to exert its influence over literature today, which, 
tellingly, is described by the label post-Modernism. 
During the course, students will become familiar with Modernist 
literature and the various artistic movements designated under the term 
“Modernism.” Students will learn to critically examine modernist materials by 
drawing on the critical perspectives most common in modernist studies: the 
New Criticism, Cultural Studies, and various forms of analysis.  
After completing the course, students will be adept at approaching 
modernist literatures as social artifacts influenced by and influencing various 
socio-political responses to modernity. General familiarity with modernist 






Each Unit within the course will be presented through WebCampus. Students 
will have access to the reading file (this document) in both PDF and 
WebCampus formats. Videos and Podcasts will only be available through 
WebCampus. Some of these video and audio materials will be required while 
others will be optional. Moreover, some have copyright secured by FDU or 
are available under Creative Commons licenses –  these will be presented 
within WebCampus itself. Other materials are available to the public but have 
copyright held elsewhere, and these will be linked from within WebCampus. 
 Students are strongly encouraged to use the Discussion Board to post 
questions, especially when the course readings are confusing. Modernism is a 
complex topic, and you are certain to face challenges during the course. By 
sharing your questions, you make your classmates more comfortable sharing 
their own questions as well. You will be graded on whether or not you achieve 
a minimum acceptable level of participation, but greater participation than 
this will positively support your work in the course. 
 Each Unit will be opened in WebCampus a week prior to its start 







Your course professor is Dr. James Gifford, Associate Professor in the School 
of the Humanities on the Vancouver Campus. If you are on the Vancouver 
Campus, you can contact him face-to-face. If you are off-campus or on 
another campus, you can contact her through email, phone, or skype. Toll-
free phone contact is available across North America. 
 
Email: gifford@fdu.edu  
Office Phone: 1.604.648.4476 
Toll Free Phone (reception): 1.877.338.8002 
Fax: 1.604.682.8132 
Office Location: CAMB 118 –  Vancouver Campus 
Office Hours: TBA 
 
I am available in my office throughout the day, but also email me if you have 
questions about the course or our schedule. 
 
 
Services to Students 
 
 
Fairleigh Dickinson University’s Metropolitan and Vancouver undergraduates, 
including Petrocelli College’s online learners, can make use of eTutoring.org, 
which provides free, professional, online tutoring in writing and other 
disciplines including math, statistics and accounting.  
Undergraduates can log in anytime and from anywhere! 
Metropolitan and Vancouver undergraduates can create an account 
using the instructions found in the left column to access the three tutoring 
options available: 
1. The eWriting Lab where you can submit up to three drafts of the same 
paper to a tutor, ask for specific feedback, and receive a tutor's written 
response within forty-eight hours. 
2. Live Tutoring (or eChat) where you meet online with a tutor in a one-
on-one, fully interactive, virtual online session. The subjects currently 
available are: 
a. Math (from the developmental level through Calc II) 
b. Accounting 
c. Biology (including Anatomy & Physiology) 
d. Chemistry 
e. Information Literacy (and Research Methods) 
f. Statistics 
3. Offline eQuestions where you can leave a specific question (such as 
“how do I cite a DVD as a source?” or “can my thesis sentence be put 





1. Go to eTutoring.org and click on the red “Login Now!” arrow. 
2. A pop-up box will open; click on “Northeast Consortium” (because 
FDU’s main campus is located in the northeast region). 
3. A drop-down list will appear; scroll down to Fairleigh Dickinson. 
When you click on FDU, our eTutoring home page will open. 
 
Logging in: 
4. Your user name is your seven-digit, FDU student ID number. 
5. Your password is your birth date in eight-digit format; for example, if 
you were born on April 9, 1991, your password would be 04091991. 
6. You will be asked to type your student ID twice more to confirm, and 
you will need to accept the terms of the site by checking the box and 
clicking the “Update Your Profile” bar at the bottom. 
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Your essays should conform to the MLA Style Sheet (guides available on 
WebCampus or in any standard writing guide book). Please submit all essays 
using Safe Assign in WebCampus using the “.doc” MS Word format. You 
can write your essay in any word processing program you like (Mac Pages, 




The specific outline for an essay will change depending on the topic, genre, 
and audience, but general guidelines are useful, especially as you shape your 
raw notes into a crafted argument. An essay is a holistic work, so it will not 
contain extraneous or unnecessary materials. You should make sure every 
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sentence and paragraph counts and contributes to your purpose –  if the 
relationship between an idea and your thesis is unclear, either cut the material 
or make the relationship clear. 
 
Introduction: 
1. You must introduce the purpose and topic of your essay. 
2. You should have a clear thesis. Typically, this is one sentence that 
states your purpose and intent, though it may be longer for some 
essays. Be as specific and direct as possible. While it is not graceful, 
“This essay does X, Y, and Z using R and S” is clear. 
3. Do not rely on broad generalizations! While you might need to 
establish context for your introduction, cut all materials that do not 
directly relate to your purpose. 
4. For shorter essays, you can introduce the specific points your essay 
discusses. 
5. By the end of your introduction, your reader should know your 
purpose, how you will pursue your topic, and the general materials you 
will use or consider. 
 
Body: 
1. Begin by sketching the order of the points you need to make (this may 
change). It may be useful to lay out quotations and references to 
critical materials while sketching –  if you are responding to other texts, 
this may clarify the sequence that your own argument will take. 
2. While writing the body of your paper, be willing to change paragraph 
order. Each topic (which may cover more than one paragraph) should 
appear in the order that best supports your argument. 
3. Only summarize in order to establish the background for your 
audience. Your paper is an argument and not a list. 
4. Be sure to establish the relationship between paragraphs very clearly. If 
you cannot use “therefore” or “furthermore” to clearly demonstrate the 
development from one paragraph to the next, you have likely skipped a 
step or are moving into a topic that does not relate directly to your 
paper. 




1. You must summarize the purpose and topic of your essay, followed by 
a general sense of its significance or context (ie: restatement of your 
thesis followed by a conclusion). 
2. Again, do not generalize. Be specific! If it does not relate to your 
thesis, cut it. 
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Your conclusion should make sense of the preceding materials and give your 
reader a summary of what your paper has done, as well as offer a direct 
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This course is designed to offer you an introduction to Literary Modernism. 
Each Unit covers one or two weeks in the course and a specific text or set of 
texts. You should read the Study Guide materials first then proceed to the 
primary texts, though you can certainly read ahead in the primary materials if 
you wish. Audio and video materials, as well as print materials, will be made 
available through WebCampus. This includes the assigned films for Week 7, 
which have expired from copyright in Canada. If you are outside of Canada, 
you should rent these or borrow them from your local library –  they are in and 
out of copyright depending on how you access the materials. Also, the newly 
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remastered formats of these films are under renewed copyright. They are 
available online in many countries in which the copyright for all three films 
has expired; however, you should check the copyright regulations in your 
current location as well. The Modernist Journals Projects is an entirely online 
project run through the University of Tulsa and Brown University. 
 Recordings and videos of lectures will be available through 
WebCampus or linked from WebCampus. Most of the “Supplementary 
Readings” and many of the required readings are in the assigned editions of 
the course texts. If you cannot access these, they are likely available through 
FDU’s Online Library –  contact the course instructor for help. Your textbooks 
are available entirely online through WebCampus. For articles inside 
WebCampus, copyright has been secured through CanCopy, but further 
reproduction outside the course is prohibited. 
 As a whole, this course covers material from 1890 to 1922, but most 
texts cluster around 1917 to 1922. We will aim to develop a better sense of 
what Modernism is or was by looking at its most quintessential texts as well as 
those that led to it and those that responded to it. Each Unit (or week) will 
open in WebCampus the week before it begins and will offer a Study Guide 
chapter. The Study Guide will keep you on track, remind you of upcoming 
assignments, and will lead you through the difficulties of the readings. You 
may wish to keep the print copy in a binder, and an electronic version will be 
in WebCampus as well, including hyperlinks to explanatory materials in 






Introduction: Unit 1 







1. Be able to summarize the main theories of Modernism and some of 
the dominant thinkers. 
2. Distinguish between Modernism and modernity. 
3. Understand the development of Modernism from out of the Avant-
Garde and the Victorian Era. 
4. Identify characteristic traits of modernist literature and art in the world 
around you today. 








Modernism is itself an unstable and debated term. Since Modernism is 
difficult to define with certainty, this Introduction may seem confusing and 
tentative about definitions. The instability of Modernism historically and 
aesthetically makes any simple definition or approach to it intrinsically 
unstable. It also changes meaning and traits depending on the discipline or 
form of art. This means that each definition of Modernism reveals the 
interests and perspective of the person offering it (Friedman, “Definitional” 
497–8). Historians generally consider the term “modern” in relation to Europe 
and North America since the Renaissance, or alternatively as history since the 
Age of Enlightenment circa 1750 and the French Revolution of 1789. In 
North America, in a loose sense, “we” have been modern since America 
began, but again, the “we” in this definition reveals its limitations and 
perspectives. Modernisms is also paired with the more difficult term 
“modernity” in a social sciences perspective. Modernity (as distinct from 
“Modernism”) is loosely aligned with the types of culture, society, economy, 
and forms of political organization that emerged in reaction to 
industrialization and the Industrial Revolution. The first Industrial 
Revolution arguably began in the latter half of the Eighteenth Century (circa 










Revolution hinged on both technological innovation and the expiration of 
patents on these new technologies –  the Spinning Jenny for cotton spinning, 
the steam engine, and innovations in iron making all developed in the 1770s 
and their patents expired in the 1780s. By the time of the 1850s, this 
technological innovation took the form of mechanization and reliance on new 
forms of energy for industrial production, such as steam from coal, smelting 
using coke, or water wheels. Repercussions included centralization of the 
population into urban areas, the emergence of modern capitalism, significant 
population growth, rapid urbanization of the rural population, and the 
development of factories as the standard form of labor organization. Mass 
transportation followed with the development of the railways, more elaborate 
canal systems, and shipping lines to serve the increased economic demands of 
industrial production and capitalist expansion. These all began in Great 
Britain but spread rapidly to the rest of the world. In this sense, “Modernism” 
relates to the cultural activities that arise from “Modernity” as a social 
condition in Britain, but both terms are obviously general and cover broad 




Modernity: the social conditions or circumstances that 
developed in Western Europe as a response to modern 
industrial capitalism. Major traits include urbanization, mass 
transportation, international migrations, mass communication, 
secularization of society, and an increasing importance in 
government for economic influences in tandem with a 
decreasing importance in aristocratic or monarchical traditions. 
 
Modernism: the global artistic, literary, musical, and 
architectural movements that responded to the circumstances 
or conditions of modernity. In visual arts this includes a 
departure from realism, in literature it includes increased 
experimentation and an “inward turn” to consciousness, in 
music in decreased traditional notions of tonality, and in 
architecture the visual importance of functionality increases, as 
in Art Deco. 
 
As a term describing a distinct period of time, “modern” is also already 
fragmented. With regard to English Literature, the language itself is divided 
into Old English, Middle English, and Modern English. Old English is 
unrecognizable to the average English speaker, and its greatest literary work is 
the epic poem Beowulf (circa 700–1000 CE). Middle English is recognizably 
English, but it can pose significant challenges for a modern speaker –  
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Geoffrey Chaucer’s The Canterbury Tales (circa 1390) is the quintessential 
Middle English text but Sir Gawain and the Green Knight of the same time is 
written in a more challenging form of the language. Finally, Modern English 
is associated with the Seventeenth Century and perhaps most famously with 
William Shakespeare’s plays (circa 1589–1613). In this sense, virtually all of 
English Literature that a Twenty-first Century reader can read and recognize 
as being in the English language would be considered “modern.” The majority 
of literature written in English that a contemporary reader would recognize as 
“normal” English has followed from the Industrial Revolution (works from 
roughly the birth of Jane Austen to the present day). In this sense, “modern” 
English loosely coincides with “modernity.” This, clearly, is too broad a sense 
of the term, but the modernist authors we will read reached back through this 
long tradition. 
Alternatively, the “modern” period would include the “Early Modern,” 
which extends from Elizabethan literature through the Restoration of the 
monarchy in 1660 and the early Eighteenth Century. The Eighteenth 
Century onward is generally considered “modern” in this sense, but it is again 
fractured (in specifically English literature) by the Romantic movement. In 
literary studies, the Eighteenth Century is generally stretched by several 
decades on both ends of the century. Hence, we refer to the “long Eighteenth 
Century” meaning 1660–1832. Subsequently, the Victorian Era ran from the 
mid-Nineteenth Century to the early years of the Twentieth during the reign 
of Queen Victoria who oversaw the British Empire at its height and during its 
most remarkable social and technological transformations. She is the longest-
reigning monarch in British history. The end of her reign and the following 
periods in the Twentieth Century saw continued change and globalization as 
well as fierce European and North American competition that ultimately led 
to the First World War. The period from 1901 to 1914 is generally named for 
King Edward V as the “Edwardian Period” in Great Britain. Our readings, 
however, cover 1890–1937, any clear division of a periodized sense of 
Modernism is already unstable. Clearly, any single term such as “modern” that 
encapsulates this breadth will be very general and point to loose traits. 
The same period saw the rise of the United States of America and the 
British Commonwealth of Nations. The birth of America is closely tied to the 
Enlightenment as a political and philosophical movement, and to the French 
Revolution. The Monroe Doctrine, which declared in 1823 the American 
sentiment that European powers would no longer control the Americas, 
loosely coincides with the birth of the Victorian era, and the American Civil 
War marks a division in the nation’s history instantiated by the achievement 
of the implicit Enlightenment rejection of slavery and the introduction of 
mechanized warfare. It also parallels the period of industrialization in the 
United States of American and its own Industrial Revolution in what Mark 










Revolution, the American Gilded Age of the 1870s was a period of rapid 
economic development, though it came to an end in the 1890s depressions. 
The Progressive Era followed and is politically aligned with modern 
Liberalism, which continued to be the dominant form of political activity to 
the 1970s. 
Such temporal “periods” will become impossible to clearly define, 
especially internationally, yet it remains impossible to avoid periodization. 
Much of Modernist scholarship is concerned with how one might adequately 
periodize the Modern and how such periods reflect critical interests, but even 
this very loose summary shows that any “period” is specific to location, 
resources, and communities. Whatever we call the modernist period will 
obviously shift and change based on where and whom we are talking about. 
In each of these scenarios, then, we find that the term “modern” 
applies not only to time periods but also to locations. For obvious reasons, the 
social and political conditions of Tibet differed significantly in the late 
Nineteenth Century from North London in the same period, just as today the 
conditions of Vancouver or New York differ from those of Harare or Caracas. 
Being modern in those locations, even at the same time, would mean very 
different things. “Modern” is applied inequitably to different places at 
different times even today. For this reason, “Modernism” in English literature 
is often tied to a style or type of cultural production unique to European and 
North American society (though it was spread rapidly by imperialism), so not 
everything produced in a modernist period is modernist in style. This is much 
like how we might create a genre to describe “Romantic Comedy” films or 
“Heavy Metal” music. All such genres, however, are also subject to some 
degree of uncertainty and may change over time and as its location migrates 
from place to place. To use the same examples, “Heavy Metal” music will 
mean something different (or carry different cultural values) in New Jersey or 
Vancouver from what it means in Moscow or Beijing –  perhaps it will mark or 
signal lower class status in the Western locations but be very different in 
Russia or China as a form of revolutionary change or social activism. 
Modernism is flexible in the same way. 
 
High Modernism: 1914–1928 
 
The period we now most strongly associate with Modernism, per se, is the 
1890s through the 1950s. Many modernist scholars will limit this further to 
1914 to 1945: the period from the outbreak of the First World War to the 
end of the Second World War. Some limit it further to 1914–1928, although 
major modernist authors continued writing for quite some time after (and 
prior to) these dates. This short period of scarcely 31 years, from war to war, 
saw some of the most profound transformations of human society and 
expansions to the scope of human possibility, although even this is based on 
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regional perspectives. The First World War signaled the end of all previous 
notions of heroic pre-industrial war, symbolized in the end of Calvary warfare 
and the rise of the tank, chemical warfare, and the machine gun. World War I 
saw the rise of wireless communication, armored vehicles, aircraft, modern 
artillery, and automatic weapons. This is a profound transformation of 
humanity’s destructive capacities. In many respects, WWI was seen as the 
culmination of industrialization, imperialism, and capitalism – industry was 
made profitable again by the war, which helped to end the economic 
depressions that had created social instability since the 1890s; much of the war 
was fought in Europe over control (and using the resources) of imperial 
territories elsewhere; and technological invention brought the now-profitable 
industry to the battlefield and created an industrial war machine. However, 
place or location remains vital even at this point –  the Chinese Civil War saw 
more casualties, but it was the war in Europe that marked the shift in 
modernity, which reveals the deeply Eurocentric concerns of Modernism. 
The inter-bellum years, from 1919–1939, were marked by major social 
changes. Ireland achieved independence in 1922 while Greece lost its war 
with Turkey and the ancient populations from Smyrna were deported. In 
1917 the Russian Revolution began and the Balfour Declaration of 1917 
instantiated British policy to establish a Jewish state in Palestine. Four major 
empires ended: the Hohenzollerns, the Habsburg, the Romanovs, and the 
Ottomans. The war also paralleled the spread of infectious disease, including 
epidemic typhus, the 1918 influenza pandemic that was most deadly to young 
adults (the Spanish Flu that began in Kansas), malaria, and the terrifying 
Sleeping Sickness (Encephalitits lethargica). Up to 100 million people perished 
from disease, 16 million in the war, and 21 million were left wounded. An 
uncertain number perished in the several related genocides. In all, up to 150 
million people alive in 1914 perished by 1922 in a world with a population of 
fewer than 2 billion people –  1922 is the year in which The Waste Land, Jacob’s 
Room, and Joyce’s Ulysses were published, and it is often seen as the pinnacle 
of Modernism, what we call the annus mirabilis or miracle year. America 
initially experienced much prosperity and growth during the “Roaring 20s” 
while Europe was caught in a series of economic depressions and crises; 
however, the Great Depression in 1929 began in America and spread when 
the American Stock Market crashed, sending the entire world into the Great 
Depression. The result by 1930 was a tremendously altered social vision of 
progress, technology, mass transportation, new forms of industrialization, 
industrial warfare, and a profound doubt about the merits of being “modern.” 
At the same time, radio and movies (and cheap industrially produced culture) 
changed the media-scape of the Western world, including a large shift in the 
general public from entertainment and culture as things one did as opposed to 
commodities one consumed. 
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In many respects, the modernists we study in this course were a part of 
the social transformations that responded to this mass disillusionment with 
modernity. Hence, many branches of what we now call Modernism as an 
artistic movement express the two faces of discontent with modernity versus 
enthrallment with industrialization and new media. In some respects, you may 
compare this to today’s tension between a technophile coveting a new phone 
or the latest upgrades versus the desire to go camping or back to nature, except 
that for the modernists this conflict was also deeply caught up in the major 
political and economic disasters of their times.  
In the face of such events, the various modernist artistic and political 
groups that shaped World War II were formed. This includes the first 
meeting of Fascists in 1919 under the vision of “Futurism,” in contrast to the 
various Liberal economic groups tied to the Fabians (later British Labour), 
Bloomsbury, and Keynesian Economics. Many American modernist authors 
(and artists of many types) were paid to document American culture as a part 
of the New Deal that developed in response to the Great Depression. Virginia 
Woolf, whom we will read, was a close friend (and with her husband Leonard 
Woolf was an advisor) to John Maynard Keynes, the creator of Keynesian 
Economics, which many Western nations adopted in order to stem the 
economic decline of the Great Depression (and which many nations have 
adopted again since 2007). In other words, Woolf and the Bloomsbury Group 
of which she was a part included some of the most important economists, 
artists, and philosophers of the twentieth century among their ranks. James 
Joyce, Ezra Pound, and T.S. Eliot were all tied to a variety of economic and 
aesthetic movements that responded to the period’s crises. Nazism and 
Fascism rose in reaction to the same problems and led to the Second World 
War, and both were deeply tied to the artistic movement within Modernism 
that we call Futurism, in many instances with Fascist leaders and Futurist 
















close personal bonds. Futurism as a movement influenced a large number of 
American and British writers, with poets such as Mina Loy removing its 
fascistic themes while retaining its adoration of industrialization, but it was 
most concentrated in Italy and Germany. The Futurists directly supported the 
Fascist governments in both nations through propaganda, literature, and 
visual arts. For instance, consider Marinetti’s Futurist visual works (above), 
which rely on mass produced materials, news media, and print. Marinetti 
celebrated the machine, industry, and new social forms of organization that 
were “rational” and dedicated to the pairing of nationalism and 
industrialization. The artistic style of these “rational” art forms and 
architecture is now seen as fascistic as well as modernist. The bonds between 
Futurism and fascism are clear. Italian architecture, particularly its colonial 
architecture in the territories it controlled at the time in Africa, visually marks 
the pairing of industry, rationalization, and fascism. 
 The style of architecture spread widely. Even in Vancouver and New 
York City, the visual style of “Art Deco” is easy to identify from this period 
and is related to Futurism. Although the style of Art Deco is associated with 
the Futurists in Italy, who supported fascism, it became a popular style of 
architecture (and even design, including furniture design) in many other 
countries that did not support fascist politics. In Vancouver, consider the 
“modern” visual style of sites such as City Hall (453 West 12th Avenue) that 
was built in 1936 or St. James Church (303 East Cordova Street) that was 
built from 1935–1937. 
 Vancouver City Hall (below) shows Art Deco influences. Visit it 
taking the Canada Line SkyTrain to Broadway Station. Likewise, see St. 
James Anglican Church in the Downtown East Side, a short walk from FDU 
Vancouver’s Yaletown Campus: 
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Vancouver City Hall, 453 
West 12th Avenue 
 
St. James Anglican Church, 
303 East Cordova Street 
 
 
The most famous and first Art 
Deco building in Vancouver is 
the Marine Building at 355 
Burrard Street, built in 1930. 
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In New York City, the most famous Art Deco inspired building is the 
enormous Rockefeller Center (between 48th and 51st streets) and most 
especially the GE Building, originally called 30 Rockefeller Center: 
 
You can notice the “family” resemblance among these structures based on 
their visual style. They all share modern steel and concrete construction, a 
tendency to angular shapes rather than Gothic or Classical styles (resembling 
cathedrals or temples), and a smooth regularity of surface texture that differs 
from the ornate or baroque style of the red brick tradition of the 19th century. 
For example, see the first example above in which Italian architecture 
transforms the Classical columns associated with Ancient Rome into a 
modern steel and concrete girder design. To better notice the contrast, walk 
around the city to see the contrast. In New York City, notice how Rockefeller 
Center differs from St. Patrick’s Cathedral nearby on 5th Avenue, which is in 
a neo-Gothic style. Likewise, in Vancouver contrast the Marine Building of 
St. James Anglican Church against the neo-Gothic Holy Rosary Cathedral 
(646 Richards Street). 
The political conflicts that are coded into these artistic styles were, 
however, about to erupt violently: Fascism versus Liberalism. War broke out 
again in 1935 when Italy invaded and occupied Ethiopia (although Japan had 
already invaded Manchuria in China in 1931 and clashed with Russia, so 
regionalism is again a way of revealing any given definition’s priorities and 
interests). The Spanish Civil War followed from 1936–1939, and in many 
respects it was fought as a proxy war by the emerging powers in Europe. 
Notably, the fascist government in Spain did not fall at the end of World War 
II, as did those in Italy and Germany, and it remained a fascist state until 
1975. The Nationalists under the Fascist General Francisco Franco were 
supported by Adolf Hitler’s Nazi Germany and Benito Mussolini’s Fascist 
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Italy as well as informally by Ireland. The Leftist and Democratic Republicans 
were supported by the Soviet Union and Mexico. The USA, France, Canada, 
and Britain maintained non-intervention policies, but many of their citizens 
volunteered for the Republicans. However, many major American 
corporations also provided significant financial and material assistance to the 
fascist Nationalists. Novels such as Muriel Spark’s The Prime of Miss Jean 
Brody, autobiographical accounts like George Orwell’s Homage to Catalonia, or 
Auden’s travels to China and Spain document the deep conflicts in liberal 
states that were made visible in volunteers fighting for opposing sides in 
Spain. This personal support for the Left Republicans and economic support 
for the Fascist Nationalists underscored the emerging conflicts that led to 
World War II.  
Japan invaded China in 1937 and the Soviet Union (as well as 
Mongolia) in 1938 to prevent Soviet interference in China. In the same year, 
Germany annexed Austria and took territory from Czechoslovakia while Italy 
invaded Albania and threatened Greece. Lest these conflicts seem far from 
home, the German American Bund organized several Nazi rallies in the USA 
culminating in the 1939 rally at Madison Square Gardens, which drew 20,000 
participants in support of its racist and fascist views, and the Fascist League of 
North America was a very active Italian parallel organization across the 1920s. 
In Britain, Oswald Mosley formed the British Union of Fascists in 1932 as a 
political party, which was only disbanded in 1940, a year after World War II 
began. Lest Mosley appear entirely “fringe,” it is worth noting that he was 
married to the second daughter of Lord Curzon, one of the most prominent 
and important politicians of the interwar period and an architect of the Treaty 
of Lausanne –  we will learn about him in our readings from Hemingway. 
After his wife’s death, Mosley remarried the infamous Diana Mitford in a 
secret ceremony in Germany with Joseph Goebbels and Adolf Hitler present 
as guests. This may be distressing for us today (and even more for the general 
public of the time), but it illustrates how very deeply these political conflicts 
infiltrated everyday life of the Western world. 
In 1939, Nazi Germany invaded Poland, which led France, Britain, 
and most of the Commonwealth nations to respond by declaring war on 
Germany and thereby formally beginning the Second World War. The Soviet 
Union formally entered the European front when it was invaded by Germany 
in June 1941, though it had already fought Japan in 1937. In August 1941, the 
USA and Britain placed an Oil Embargo on Japan, which crippled Japan’s war 
with China and prevented it from flanking the Soviet Union, which had now 
opened the Eastern Front in Europe. This was considered by Japan an 
informal declaration of war, in particular when the USA moved its Pacific 
Fleet to Hawaii from San Diego at the same time. The USA formally entered 
the Second World War in the final days of 1941, three years after the war had 
begun, following on Japan’s simultaneous surprise attacks on American forces 
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in Pearl Harbor, British and Canadian forces in Hong Kong, British warships 
in British Malaya (Singapore and other nearby islands), Thailand, and the 
USA controlled Philippines.  
As a whole, World War II included events that employed 
industrialized systems of destruction and technological innovations that 
resulted in an astonishing loss of human life. These include the Holocaust, in 
which European Jews, Romani (Gypsies), Poles, Slavs, Communists, 
homosexuals, and Soviets were exterminated in genocidal plans that took the 
lives of 6 million Jews and a further 5 million people, or as many as 17 million 
people if the extermination of Soviet civilians is included. The plans included 
the intended complete extermination of all European Jews, Poles, Romani, 
and male homosexuals. The war ended in 1945. The American President, 
Franklin Delano Roosevelt died on April 12th and was succeeded by Harry S. 
Truman. Italian forces executed Benito Mussolini on April 28th after the 
American invasion of Italy, and Hitler committed suicide on April 30th after 
Soviet forces took Berlin and began to shell his bunker. On May 8th, 
Germany formally surrendered. Two months later, the USA developed its first 
atomic weapon. On August 6th, the greatest technological advancement in 
warfare in human history was demonstrated when the USA dropped its 
uranium atomic bomb on Hiroshima. On August 9th, the Soviet Union 
honored its promises to Roosevelt and invaded Japanese-held Manchuria, 
which led to Japan’s immediate meeting to settle the terms of its surrender. 
On the same day, during Japan’s discussions of surrender, the USA dropped a 
second plutonium bomb on Nagasaki. Japan formally surrendered on the 15th 
of August, ending World War II but also triggering the ongoing conflicts of 
the Cold War that ran for the next 45 years.  
From the formal declaration of war in 1939 until peace in 1945, some 
70 million people died due to the war. During the 31 year period from the 
beginning of World War I to the cessation of World War II (1914–1945), 
pandemic disease hurried by new mass transportation technologies and 
globalization, in tandem with warfare rendered more efficient by technology, 
claimed nearly 200 million lives or nearly 10% of the entire human population 
of the period. This mass mortality was concentrated among the younger 
members of human society who had less immunity to disease and who were 
more likely to serve in the war efforts. This left subsequent generations with a 
major gap, a missing generation of young men in particular. Much of the 
population born in the 1890s and the 1920s was simply absent, either 
permanently or temporarily, or was crippled for life and wounded 
psychologically. Modernism is the literary response to these conditions, and as 
you may guess, its approach to nostalgia for a pre-modern past, its desire for a 
technological future, and its humanist or anti-humanist response to the 
politics of the period deeply inform both its stories and its style. That is, 
Modernism responded to these circumstances both through topics or themes 
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as well as in form and structure. Modernism, as the artistic response to 
modernity, is troubled. 
 This complex relationship between industrialization, economic 
instability, warfare, technological advancement, and unprecedented levels of 
destruction (as well as unprecedented rises in wealth and standards of living) 
all inform Modernism as a cultural movement. These are the central anxieties 
and conditions to which Modernism as an artistic movement responds, in 
large part using the philosophical visions developed in the mid to late 
Nineteenth Century. 
 
Modernism as a Style 
 
As a style, Modernism encompasses several different techniques, but in a 
general sense it is concerned with art as a self-conscious endeavor that 
employs form, tradition, and the general attempt to “make it new.” In other 
words, the difficulties of living during an interwar period or in the face of two 
World Wars made modernist writers reconsider not just what they said but 
how they went about saying it –  the form was part of a tradition, and 
traditions were to interrogated and questioned. That what and how 
combination most often appeared in literature and art that thought about 
itself as art (self-conscious) in order to worry about its own structure (form) 
and how it drew upon or broke with existing norms (tradition) –  “make it 
new” is a catch-phrase for modernism from the American poet Ezra Pound, 
and its origins explain much. He adopted it from Confucian texts he inherited 
from the widow of the sinologist Ernest Fenollosa, but he only published a 
much different translation of the phrase in 1928 in his translation of Great 
Learning (Daxue, य़䋊Ń he then revised his translation again to “make it 
new” in 1935 in his book Jefferson and/or Mussolini: Fascism as I Have Seen It in 
which he made his previous intentions “new again” as a support for fascism 
(North, Novelty 164). These changes in Pound’s translation illustrate three key 
points for Modernism: (1) Modernism’s deep ties to a long international and 
multilingual understanding of literary history, (2) Modernism’s attempts to 
revitalize traditions that no longer suited or had a limited influence on the 
modern world, and (3) Modernism’s deep political conflicts between liberation 
and fascism, which saw many modernists change their views over time or fall 
into deep conflicts with each other. Hence, we see Modernism as a part of 
women’s rights and anti-racism movements as well as in fascistic and racist 
movements of the same time. Our readings in this course generally orient 
toward the politics of liberation, but other radical conflicts are always nearby 
for literature of this period. 
Most readers of the time period, or at least those who would read 
literature, had the strong sense that something was amiss in their world –  such 
a conviction could not be appeased by simple propaganda or direct argument, 
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and hence the modernists aimed to revise how such works functioned in the 
first place, not just what they were about. The Imagist movement, also named 
and begun by Pound, sought to revitalize how the specific image functioned 
within a text (as well as its language), and in large part this was prompted by 
Pound’s idiosyncratic understanding of the ideogram in Chinese characters. 
The Futurists had a sense of the austerity of the artwork and its relationship to 
the industrialized mode of production –  form reflects purpose. Poets such as 
T.S. Eliot and Pound developed overly-keen attention to how a modernist 
poem might draw attention to the extensive tradition on which it is based and 
out of which it develops, which we will see later in the Unit on Eliot’s long 
poem The Waste Land. The Futurists might compare a rose to a red rocket, 
but most readers would still wonder (in remembrance of Shakespeare’s Romeo 
and Juliet) if the rose would smell as sweetly by any other name.  
 The above description of Modernism represents it as a period and as a 
cultural response to unprecedented global transformations, yet all these 
definitions are ultimately too broad and too difficult to explain. At the same 
time, the definition of Modernism as a stylistic trend is equally difficult and 
improbable. Lawrence Sterne, in the Eighteenth Century, accomplished much 
the same stylistically in his novel Tristram Shandy (1759), which experimented 
with type, print production, and a highly self-conscious use of form. In effect, 
he made the novel “new” by changing what people thought a novel could do. 
Yet, he isn’t “modernist” in our context, even though he does some similar 
things. Hence, even if clear definitions are not possible, most Twenty-First 
Century readers notice a difference in some stylistic traits that distinguish 
modernist works of art and literature. Despite being extraordinarily long, Ezra 
Pound’s Cantos are recognized for their enormous compression (they press 
large ideas into very few words). The same is true of T.S. Eliot’s The Waste 
Land, which alludes broadly to world literatures as a whole. James Joyce’s 
novels, Virginia Woolf’s novels, and Lin Yutang’s works all do the same. They 
seem to bear a family resemblance, even if the family has no single defining 
trait or a distinctly modernist “DNA,” so to speak. Every clear definition of 
Modernism as a style encounters the same difficulties as Modernism as a time 
period: there are always exceptions.  
 
Theories of Modernism 
 
The Nineteenth Century witnessed the development of critical paradigms that 
are now the basis for much of our contemporary Social and Behavioral 
Sciences. Modern Psychology, Psychoanalysis, Sociology, Economics, and so 
forth all were born in the Nineteenth Century. Karl Marx, Émile Durkheim, 
Max Weber, Friedrich Nietzsche, Sigmund Freud, all wrote during the 
Nineteenth Century (Freud at the very end). As a result, Modernist authors 
and artists were highly self-aware in a manner that differed from previous 
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artists, and they frequently developed critical paradigms in which they could 
discuss their work, very often based on the work of these Nineteenth Century 
thinkers. A few major schools of critical thought emerged as distinctly 
modernist. 
 As a general concept, Ezra Pound used the phrase “Make it New” to 
define modernism. By this, he did not mean simply “refreshing” ideas but also 
a broad sense of devaluation over time, which he also saw in distinctly 
economic terms. For instance, after changing his translation from “Renovate, 
dod gast you, renovate” in 1928 to “make it new” in 1935, Pound’s 
combination of Fascism and Social Credit economics changed the meaning of 
the concept. He wanted money to devalue over time (the opposite of 
accumulating interest) in order to force reinvestment and spending. He 
thought of art and literature in precisely the same term – art should devalue 
over time, and hence artists would need to reinvest in old art by making it new 
again, and again, and again. Hence, while his poetry is obsessed with 
tradition, it is always a transformed or revitalized tradition, such as making 
Homer into something new, not simply a reference or deference to traditional 
literature, or making ancient Chinese poetry and literature new again in 
English, and so forth. This newness is at the heart of new ways of seeing the 
world based on new social theories that grow from the old and change it. 
The other major traits for the new modernist worldview include 
urbanization and alienation. While the concepts can be critiqued for their 
historical accuracy, the general sense was that as the life of the village or small 
neighborhood becomes less important because of increasing urbanization or 
migration to cities as part of modernization, so must society and forms of 
social organization also be “made new.” What works socially for life in a 
village cannot work for life in a skyscraper. In this view, cultures and societies 
leave behind old traditions in order to recreate themselves for new social 
circumstances brought about by modernization. These new ways of living and 
these new conditions are called “modernity.” For Pound, the religious and 
familial orders suitable to the nineteenth century must also be made new to 
suit the new world and new art. 
 The “New Criticism” created what we now consider “English” as a 
discipline within universities. The New Critics were largely American and 
from the South, such as Cleanth Brookes, John Crowe Ransom, and to a 
degree T.S. Eliot (both as a critic and as a poet whom the New Critics 
examined). The general paradigm of the New Criticism involved close reading 
of a text without significant reliance on its political or biographical context. 
The New Critics felt a series of interpretive fallacies would develop if they 
relied too much on biographies or political interpretations. The most famous 
is “the intentional fallacy,” in which a reader interprets a work of literature 
based on his or her assumptions about what the author had meant or intended 
rather than what the text actually contains. The New Critics suggested that 
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authors may have changed their minds, may not recall an intention, or might 
even deliberately mislead a reader or have not intended anything at all –  none 
of which changes what is in the actual text itself. Hence, rather than relying 
on unreliable authors and what we might imagine about their intentions, the 
reader should instead attend to what is contained in the actual text and how it 
functions in the literary tradition. In other words, how the text relates to other 
texts and how it goes about creating meaning matters more than anything we 
might assume about its purpose or who created it. The New Critics were very 
good at close reading and giving careful attention to the meaning of words, 
allusions to other texts, or trends in literary works and literary traditions over 
time. However, they were often blind to the racism of their times and the 
Civil Rights movement, since these are social, biographical, or extra-textual 
details outside of the text itself. The most obvious criticism of the New 
Criticism is that by removing attention to the author or social context, it 
excused white critics in the American South from thinking about their own 
privilege and reliance on racist policies of exclusion. 
 The Frankfurt School for Social Research arose from the combination 
of Sociology and Marxism, and in contrast to the New Criticism it sought to 
place any artwork in the context of its conditions of production. This is to say, 
they assumed art arose from the material conditions of daily life and hence 
reflected those conditions and was ultimately more an expression of those 
conditions that it was some personal inspiration. Art that is mass-produced or 
industrially developed would, therefore, be quite different from art produced 
in folk cultures or within small communities. In the same way, art from one 
place or time would be a product of the conditions of that place or time. 
These social conditions provide a “horizon of possibility” for artwork or for 
any human labor, such as American escaped slave narratives existing within 
the “horizon of possibility” provided by such social conditions (conditions that 
did not lead to such works in other places). The key issue is that the social 
conditions are seen as determining what is possible in art. The Frankfurt 
School developed at the same time as Modernism, but its ideas have since 
contributed significantly to how readers interpret modernist texts. The 
Frankfurt School also went into exile from Germany during World War II 
and took up residence at Columbia University and in the New School in 
Manhattan where it significantly influenced the nature of work in the Social 
Sciences and Education (Fairleigh Dickinson University was founded by Peter 
Sammartino who taught in the New College, an experimental school at 
Columbia University’s Teachers College, at the same time as the Frankfurt 
School critics were at Columbia –  in some respects, the progressive views of 
the Frankfurt School critics and their Institute for Social Research can be seen 
as deeply akin to the worldview that led to FDU’s birth and development). 
 Lastly, psychoanalysis arose at the turn of the century, shortly after 
Sigmund Freud began to publish his works. It spread rapidly. For many years, 
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students at FDU read Freud’s Civilization and its Discontents as part of the 
University Core. The book reflects Freud’s own feelings after the First World 
War through the perspective of psychoanalysis as a social science. This is from 
Freud’s middle period of development, and it shows his rejection of the 
materialism of the ideas that would coalesce around the Frankfurt School, in 
particular Freud’s rejection of Marxism. Freud felt that changes to how 
humans organize their society or labor would do little to make people happier 
or more stable. Instead, social problems reflected the neuroses and pathologies 
of the individual, in particular the trade-off between repressing one’s desires in 
order to have greater comfort and fulfillment of desires. The impossibility of 
reconciling civilization with the repression of desires that civilization 
necessitates led Freud to believe that we would always be discontent and prone 
to expressing that discontent through violence and war. Whether we agree or 
disagree with Freud, his perspective emphasized the individual psyche or mind 
in contrast to the two other paradigms we have noted, each of which 
emphasizes either (1) the social and material conditions that produce art or (2) 
the aesthetics of the artwork itself. In this sense, Freud gives us the third big 
paradigm for Modernism: the interior mental life of the individual, which we 
see manifested in the stream of consciousness technique in James Joyce and 
Virginia Woolf, and later revised by Lawrence Durrell (or by contrast the 
absence of such deep interiority in Eliot and Ernest Hemingway). 
 These three paradigms – the New Criticism, Psychology or 
Psychoanalysis, and Materialism (one purely aesthetic, one based on the 
individual mind, and the other primarily social) –  are obviously in conflict 
with each other, yet they are of the same moment. They all want to reconsider 
society and “make it new.” One is mainly aesthetic in nature while the others 
are individualist or social/economic. In other words, one is decadent, one is 
introspective and personal, while the other is social and revolutionary. That 
conflict reflects the general conflicts within Modernism as a movement, as a 
period, or as a style of art. Notably, the authors included in this course knew 
in great detail of these movements and related philosophies. Woolf helped to 
publish some of the first English translations of Sigmund Freud through the 
Hogarth Press (run by her and her husband Leonard Woolf), Joyce read Marx 
and Freud extensively, Eliot read widely and knew much work in his role as an 
editor, and Wilde wrote on socialism and anarchism while anticipating several 
ideas in psychoanalysis. Hemingway knew Joyce well and writes about 
revolutionary movements in several of his works, and at the end of the course 
Durrell contrast “revolution” (in Spain and Greece) against individuals fleeing 
to a small island outside of modernization (yet with their travels made possible 
by industrial capitalism). We will see these conflicts play out in all of the 
works we will read during this course, so even while they are in conflict, we 
must also see them as a combined set of interests driving Modernism and 
shaping our understanding of it. 
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Modernism, per se 
 
We are ultimately left with a vision of Modernism that fits several very 
generalized descriptions: 
 
1. As a time period, Modernism roughly extends from the late Victorian 
period to the early post-Bellum period. This is to say, it is roughly 
1890–1960. Many “traditionalist” modernists limit this scope to 
authors whose major works appeared from 1914–1928 or as late as 
1914–1939. 
2. As a style, Modernism emphasizes the Avant-Garde: artworks that are 
discontent with society or artistic forms as they currently exist and 
therefore form a “vanguard” to charge into combat first (note the 
military origins of the term). Modernism typically challenges 
traditional forms while being acutely aware of tradition, and it 
emphasizes a more social or artistic vision of the artists as opposed to 
the Romantic artiste manqué (the suffering or manic artist –  instead, 
Modernists sought to separate the artist from the products read by 
others). In this sense, Modernism stands apart from the period as a 
distinct movement, even as other large-scale social and cultural 
movements began at the same time. 
3. Modernism covers a political range from Fascism to anarchism. That 
is, Modernism’s politics range from profoundly authoritarian forms of 
rule by a centralized government led by a single cult of personality to 
deeply decentralized forms of consultation with a disparate and 
individualist public. The point is less one individual radical political 
concept and more the profound conflict among different political 
visions that were prevalent in the time. In tandem, Modernism’s 
politics oscillated between collective or individualist forms of economic 
organization: the greatest benefit to the community versus the 
maximum expropriation of value from the many to the individual. 
Many sought the greatest individual freedom paired with the greatest 
benefit to the community while others sought the greatest 
centralization of power with the maximum personal benefit over the 
the community. Many other variations and combinations existed, but 
they were all Modernist in one form or another based on their 
profound conflict, and they existed in reaction to the conditions of the 
time period(s). That is, they are all responses (good or bad) to the 
conditions of modernity. 
4. Philosophically, Modernism also sought to reconcile Enlightenment 
philosophy (again, the “modern” of the sense of self-determining 
individuals we see in the concepts behind the American and French 
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Revolutions) with a disillusioned sense of humanity’s capacity for 
destruction via progress. In other words, social and political life was 
built around ways of understanding people as rational and able to 
exercise reason, but the reality of two world wars, genocides, and 
epidemics revealed a profoundly irrational side to humanity and the 
world we live in. That is, modernity might not actually make logical 
sense, despite its adoration of industry, rationality, and technological 
progress. Modernism also refused to accept the decline in 
Enlightenment even while challenging it in aesthetics, the irrationality 
of the mind, and the social pressures of society, although we now 
associate Postmodernism with the end of the Enlightenment. At the 
same time, Modernism abandoned traditional Humanist areas of 
interest: religion, morality, and tradition for its own sake (it sought to 
make each “new” for the modern world). Modernism sought to 
reconcile a rapidly urbanizing population with increasing secularism 
and scientific views while at the same time recognizing the continuing 
importance of tradition and social influence.  
5. Lastly, Modernism is a highly self-conscious style. It invokes artistic 
traditions and a lineage in artworks as well as social activism and 
commentary. In this respect, the form and structure of modernist 
artworks (paintings as much as literature) reflect experimentation and 
the Avant-Garde. This is to say, Modernism did not simply want to 
express new ideas about aesthetics or political economy – it sought to 
embed these ideas in the very structure of the artwork. Therefore, 
modernist artists are often formally and stylistically inventive or 
experimental to a degree uncommon in other time periods. 
 
Questions for Self-Review 
 
1. Is Modernism a style or a time period? Yes/No and why? 
2. Is Modernism a national style or does it reflect a particular nation’s 
interests? 
3. How would you distinguish between Modernism and modernity? 
4. Would you say Modernism is or is not an ongoing style or process 
today.  
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Oscar Wilde: Unit 2  







1. To describe how the avant-garde experimentation in Symbolist 
literature during the late Nineteenth Century that led to Wilde’s 
proto-modernist style. 
2. To identify the relationship between politics and aesthetics in proto-
modernist literature like The Picture of Dorian Gray. 
3. To develop an awareness of not only what the text says but how it goes 
about saying it: the relationship between content and form. 
4. To recognize experimental form in literature, even in an 




Gifford, James. “Introduction.” The Picture of Dorian Gray. Oscar Wilde. 
Victoria, BC: McPherson Library, 2011. i–xii. Web. 
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Oscar Wilde’s The Picture of Dorian Gray has a complicated print history. He 
first published it in 1890 in an issue of Lippincott’s Monthly Magazine that 
included several other poems and stories. However, he then revised it and 
expanded it significantly before publishing it as a novel in 1891. Most 
students read this expanded 1891 version of the novel. Our copy in this course 
is the first 1890 edition as it was printed in Lippincott’s Monthly Magazine, 
which is shorter and, in many ways, more troubling to its audience. The novel 
was made even more famous when Wilde was charged with indecency in a 
very public libel trial, which ultimately led to his imprisonment in Reading 
Gaol (Jail) while at the height of his fame as a playwright. Since then, his 
works have been published and performed extensively, and Dorian Gray has 
been made into a film three times, most recently in 2009 starring Ben Barnes 










view some of the various film versions to develop a sense of how Wilde’s 
writings, in particular his plays, function. Firth performs in two recent film 
adaptations: one of Dorian Gray and another based on Wilde’s most successful 
comic play, The Importance of Being Earnest. Both adapt the text significantly 
but still carry the flavor of Wilde’s original works, even when the plot is 
enormously changed (in other words, the films are not nearly good enough to 
replace reading the novel –  there are major changes that are obvious). 
 As we would expect based on last week’s readings, Wilde’s novel is 
caught between political commentary and critiques of Victorian society versus 
the emerging theory of aesthetics that prized beauty above contents. Wilde 
was involved in the French Symbolist movement, which is best seen in his 
experimental play Salomé, which he chose to write in French rather than 
English. This Symbolist experimentation permeates the novel and its 
recurring images of flowers, colors, and allusions to other texts. For instance, 
consider this example of a poem by the Symbolist poet Stéphane Mallarmé: 
 
Fan 
(Of  Méry Laurent) 
  
Frigid roses to last 
Identically will interrupt 
With a calyx, white, abrupt, 
Your breath become frost 
 
But freed by my fluttering 
By shock profound, the sheaf 
Of frigidity melts to relief 
Of laughter’s rapturous flowering. 
  
In carving out the sky 
Like a fine fan you ply 
Outdoing that phial’s glass 
  
Without loss or violation 
Unable to hold fast 
Méry’s sweet emanation. 
 
Once you have read The Picture of Dorian Gray, this poem’s focus on small 
objects, color, an emotional shock that is not stated, and its “symbolist” 
attitude toward poetic images will seem more familiar, even if it is still 
somewhat confusing. Wilde brought this to his audience’s Victorian 
expectations, causing much shock (and excitement). 
At the same time, Wilde was an Irish Nationalist during a period in 
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which Ireland was still deeply suffering from the repercussions of the Irish 
Famine and British colonial rule. Ireland was a colony ruled by England for 
centuries, even if popular ideas today forget the brutality and racism inflicted 
on the Irish well into the twentieth century and still ongoing. Wilde was also 
actively reading revolutionary literatures (such as books by the anarchist Peter 
Kropotkin) while completing his studies at Trinity College Dublin and then 
at Oxford University on an academic scholarship. At Oxford, he attended 
Magdalen College (pronounced “Maudlin” College) and studied Classics 
under Walter Pater and John Ruskin. In many respects, these two famous 
professors characterize the two struggling sides of Wilde’s own writings. 
Pater’s book The Renaissance advocates aestheticism and the movement that 
came to be known under the term “Decadence.” In contrast, Ruskin was a 
famous social critic who advocated Christian socialism, critiqued Adam 
Smith’s theory of economics, and influenced William Morris and the Fabian 
Society (The Fabian Society is the origin of the modern Labour Party, the 
London School of Economics, and Manhattan’s The New School –  it 
continues to influence world politics). These competing interests, the material 
conditions of Wilde’s world, and the aesthetic aims of his art are all presented 
in the novel but may not be fully reconciled into a unified whole. Whether the 
book is a social critique or a purely aesthetic art object is difficult to 
determine, and Wilde seems to have claimed both things at different times. 
 In his book Modernisms, the British scholar (now at New York 
University) Peter Nicholls argues that there is not just one “Modernism” but 
several (hence the plural of his title). In that context, his view of the French 
Symbolists who influence Wilde is mainly stylistic.  He argues: 
 
Contemporary accounts of the style [of Symbolism] thus stress 
its likeness to jewelled ornamentation, brilliantly hard yet 
reified and atomistic. Wilde’s Dorian Gray, for example, finds 
the ‘poisonous’ yellow book [Á Rebours] to be written in ‘that 
curious jewelled style, vivid and obscure at once, full of argot 
and of archaisms, of technical expressions and of elaborate 
paraphrases, that characterizes the work of some of the finest 
artists of the French school of Symbolistes’. His model, Des 
Esseintes, had thought in similar terms of Mallarmé. (58) 
 
Although these names may be unfamiliar, what you should notice in this 
comment is the manner in which Wilde alludes in his novel to a previous 
novel (Á Rebours), a novel that was itself already referring back to a previous 
author (Mallarmé). That points us back to the preoccupations with form and a 
literary tradition already mentioned in the Introduction to this course. 
 When the New Jersey-born critic Edmund Wilson turned to the 










Imaginative Literature of 1870–1930, he populated this French literary 
movement with the likes of Stéphane Mallarmé, Gérard de Nerval, Charles 
Baudelaire, and Arthur Rimbaud. All four of these poets influenced Wilde 
significantly and also appear in quotations that T.S. Eliot placed in his 1922 
poem The Waste Land (which we will read later in this course). Wilson saw 
Symbolism as a reaction against the rising Classicism (literary conservatism) 
that arose after the Romantic period in English and European art and 
literature. Wilson was a major American literary critic and managing editor of 
the magazines Vanity Fair and The New Republic, but his interests in Marxism 
and Psychoanalysis shaped his critical views. His argument was that the 
Symbolists (among whom he counted Oscar Wilde) shaped Modernism as it 
developed. Moreover, both movements were products of the material 
conditions of their time and reflect deep struggles with the nature of human 
thought. You might consider as you read Wilde’s novel how the “jewelled 
style” and construction of a literary heritage through “elaborate paraphrases” 
or allusions influences your reading experience. Are these important features 
of the book? Are they essential components of its form? 
The “Introduction” to your edition contains background information 
on this specific edition as well as its aesthetic and political interests. The 
lecture podcasts in WebCampus will also give you a general introduction to 
the novel as a whole. 
 
Beyond Introductions: Familiar With Dorian 
 
You already know from the reading above that The Picture of Dorian Gray has 
a complicated print history. What was not mentioned was the rationale for 
this complication. Wilde’s novel was both enthralling and appalling for the 
British and American reading publics because of its sexual suggestions. For 
modern readers, this is nearly impossible to worry over since the novel never 
discusses nor even mentions sex overtly –  for readers in 1890, its suggestions 
were impossible to ignore. This is also the heart of the problem. 
Wilde dissented from the mainstream Victorian society not by writing 
a novel in which the protagonist engaged in dangerous love affairs and 
murders. This was commonplace, just as our modern television shows can 
regularly depict murders, assaults, heinous sexual crimes, and a variety of 
social transgressions. The difficulty is that Wilde does not present Dorian to 
his readers in a manner that makes it clear that he is our villain and must be 
subject to the scorn or censorship of the narrative. We are familiar with this as 
well. Our contemporary films and television may depict horrible events, but 
only in the context of their being horrible. We are taught very clearly whom to 
love and whom to hate. In its most conventional form, this appears as the 
shape of the narrative with a crime or transgression opening the work and its 
eventual punishment closing the narrative, such as a murder followed by a 
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court conviction in television shows such as Law & Order, or a lie followed by 
an apology in The Big Bang Theory. In short, the good win and the bad lose. 
However, Wilde reminds us in his later play The Importance of Being Earnest 
that this is not always how reality works, as when Miss Prism is asked how her 
own three volume novel ends: “The good ended happily, and the bad 
unhappily. That is what Fiction means” (II.13–15). 
Wilde does not engage in this “fiction” in Dorian Gray, or at least he 
resists it to a degree that his audience found uncomfortable. They had a genre 
of “ghost story” and “murder mystery,” both of which could contain sex and 
violence but absolutely needed to have punishment and an explicit moral 
censure of the antagonist by the end. Instead, Wilde’s Dorian Gray makes 
Dorian seems somewhat sympathetic to the reader, and Dorian’s punishment 
appears “off stage” in the novel. We never have an opportunity to “see” it 
directly nor to impart an explicit moral lesson from it. 
Likewise, Wilde’s novel was condemned for its homosexual content. 
None of this is, of course, explicit. We know that Basil loves Dorian, and 
Basil likewise does not wish to exhibit the painting for fear that it will reveal 
his secret: that he is homosexual and in love with Dorian Gray. This was not, 
however, the primary problem for the reading public, for such scenarios were 
already reasonably common in literature. The problem lay in the narrative 
structure of “punishment” and an explicit moral. In previous works, nearly all 
homosexual characters (or those implicitly gay) would receive moral 
condemnation and punishment. For Wilde, Basil is perhaps the only likeable 
and morally sympathetic character in the novel, and the reader is most surely 
meant to understand his murder as a crime and as an evil act, not as a justified 
punishment. This is where Wilde’s audience rebelled, and our edition details 
his revisions that curtain or elide much of this content for the expanded (and 
cut) 1891 edition of the novel. 
This dissent, however, cost Wilde dearly. Although his novel was very 
successful and has led to films, comics, stage adaptations, and many bestselling 
novelist responses or continuations, he revised the book in 1891 to remove its 
dissenting voice. In 1895, Wilde was tried and imprisoned for “gross 
indecency” for his own homosexuality. The hard labor during imprisonment 
ruined his health, and he died of meningitis three years after his release, most 
likely due to his injuries during his term in prison. 
 
Questions for Self-Review 
 
1. Is there a social critique or a moral implicit in Wilde’s novel The 
Picture of Dorian Gray? 
2. Does the form of the novel, its structure, support or conflict with its 
social function and its critique of Victorian London society? 
3. How do social class, wealth, and power function in the novel?  
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4. Does the novel critique British Imperialism or the aristocracy, or is it 
apolitical by virtue of its aesthetic aims? 
5. Does the ending of the novel imply a moral or lesson that is not 
explicitly stated? 
6. Must we know about Wilde’s life or Victorian social conditions in 
order to discuss The Picture of Dorian Gray as a work of art? 
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James Joyce: Unit 3  







1. To recognize avant-garde experimentation’s changes from Wilde’s 
“Picture” to Joyce’s “Portrait.” 
2. To identify the political conflicts in A Portrait of the Artist as a Young 
Man between Britain and pre-independence Ireland. 
3. To describe the difference between what the text says and how it goes 
about saying it: the relationship between content and form. 
4. To distinguish between Wilde’s aesthetic style and Joyce’s. 
5. To describe the social context of A Portrait of the Artists as a Young 
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James Joyce’s A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man has an even more complex 
print history than Wilde’s The Picture of Dorian Gray. Not only did it go 
through a variety of different draft forms in manuscript over a period of 
several years, it appeared in several variant forms and was followed by the 
posthumous publication of Joyce’s first version of the novel, Stephen Hero, with 
which it has many similarities. It also appeared in a serialized form in The 
Egoist edited by Ezra Pound, who did not show Joyce his own revisions to the 










Waste Land, but it touches many modernist authors. Portrait has also spawned 
a number of responses, ranging from Virginia Woolf’s Jacob’s Room to Dylan 
Thomas’ Portrait of the Artist as Young Dog. We also know that Joyce had a 
copy of Wilde’s novel, in its 1891 form, with him while living in Trieste 
(within modern Italy’s borders today but then part of the Austro-Hungarian 
Empire). This range of associated texts demonstrates that Joyce’s novel not 
only varies across several different drafts and editions, but it is part of a 
tradition of works in which it was neither the first nor the last. 
A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man was also the first novel in which 
Joyce employed “stream of consciousness,” a now-famous modernist 
technique. The American psychologist William James developed the 
particular notion that a text could narrate the internal peculiarities of human 
thought in its irrational and ever-changing forms. He proposed the idea in 
1890 in his book Principles of Psychology. In it, he argued the unconscious mind 
relies on a continuous flow of associations, thoughts, memories, and irrational 
“jumps” between ideas. The concept proved important as a narrative technique 
for fiction and prose in general. James was famous for his own psychological 
research at Harvard University, where he was a professor, as well as his 
philosophical arguments in favor of pragmatism and of religious faith, but this 
was compounded by fame in several other areas –  William James was the 
brother of the famous novelist Henry James, who used a variant of the “stream 
of consciousness” idea that he called the “narrative consciousness,” such as in 
his novels The Portrait of a Lady and The Ambassadors. For Henry James, this 
occasionally meant employing the associative leaps and irrational connections 
theorized by his brother, but it was primarily a tool that he used to restrict the 
narrative voice to the perspective of a particular character. This is to say, the 
narrator in such a novel is no longer omniscient or God-like and does not 
have access to information, feelings, or facts that are outside of the 
“consciousness” or a particular character. That is, the narrator is not God or a 
god but is as fallible as any other error-prone human being, even if it is a third 
person narration. We cannot fully rely on our narrator to be honest or even as 
able to be accurate. 
The American novelist and poet Gertrude Stein studied Psychology 
under William James at Radcliffe College (a coordinate college of Harvard) 
before moving to Paris to become a writer. Her experiments focused on 
“Normal Motor Automatism,” which hypothesized the unconscious “stream” 
could be expressed when people were distracted between two activities, such as 
writing while speaking. The consequent mistakes were assumed to be 
expressions of the unconscious. Stein later employed this technique to write. 
She went on to study embryology at the Johns Hopkins Medical School but 
left for Paris without completing her medical degree. While in Paris, she not 
only used these techniques in her own highly complex works, such as Tender 
Buttons, but influenced other modernist writers and painters. She was close 
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friends with both Pablo Picasso and Henri Matisse, and she collected the 
works of Paul Cézanne, Pierre-August Renoir, and Henri de Toulousse-
Lautrec. In this way, she influenced Georges Braque’s and Picasso’s theory of 
Cubism. She was an influence on familiar modernist authors at this time as 
well, most notably the young Americans Ernest Hemingway, Ezra Pound, 
and Sherwood Anderson (as well as Stéphane Mallarmé, whose poetry was 
quoted in the previous Unit on Wilde). In many respects, Stein’s notion of 
“Normal Motor Automatism” and Automatic Writing went on to influence 
the Surrealists as well as the development from Henry James’ “narrative 
consciousness” to the “stream of consciousness,” which was intended to 












           
 
        Picasso’s “The Guitar Player”     Braque’s “Clarinet and Bottle  
     of Rum on a Mantelpiece” 
 
Joyce adopted Henry James’ “narrative consciousness” in A Portrait of 
the Artist as a Young Man. The reader will quickly notice that the narrator 
appears to speak from a position in time ahead of Stephen Dedalus, our 
protagonist, but without knowing things Stephen could not know at his 
moment in the past. In the opening pages of the novel, the reader is confined 
to the “perspectival frame” of Stephen’s childish mind, even though our 
narrator does not appear to be a child. This is to say, we read and see this 
fictional world through the perspective of Joyce’s infant protagonist. When 
Stephen is a child, we see the world through his childish eyes. When he is a 
young man, we again see the world through his youthful perspective. 
Joyce, however, introduced a major innovation in this technique. 
While Henry James pioneered the concept of limiting the narrative to a 
particular consciousness or perspective, Dorothy Richardson used the 
technique first among the modernists (while rejecting the term itself), and 
while Stein developed a form of writing that might express the unconscious, 










do both. A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man limits the reader’s awareness to 
Stephen’s consciousness at any point in time, and it simultaneously uses 
associations, jumps in thought, and language to indirectly convey Stephen’s 
state of mind. In this way, even though the novel is written in the third-
person (Stephen is “he” not “I”), it still gives the impression of being a first-
person narrative and gives the reader some degree of access to Stephen’s 
consciousness. Many scholars have debated the degree to which Stephen is 
based on Joyce himself or how much Joyce invented a narrative persona other 
than himself, such as the narrator being Stephen at a later stage in his life. 
The problem is how Stephen, Joyce, and the narrator are distinct and different 
personalities yet overlap to a high degree. 
We will return to the stream of consciousness technique in future 
books in this course. It was particularly important to Virginia Woolf, who 
read A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man when it was first published and 
reacted to it strongly. Woolf developed the stream of consciousness technique 
perhaps more than any other author, but she first strikingly encountered it in 
Joyce. Likewise, Eliot’s poetry is often regarded as employing this technique, 




As has been mentioned, the publication history of A Portrait of the Artist as a 
Young Man is complex, which is true of nearly everything Joyce wrote, almost 
to the point of bibliographical complexity being a Joycean trait. Most notably, 
the time setting and the thematic concerns of A Portrait overlap with Joyce’s 
famous collection of short stories, Dubliners. Moreover, A Portrait developed 
from another draft novel that was only published after Joyce’s death: Stephen 
Hero. The general outline of the publication is as follows: 
 
• 1903 – Joyce first begins the autobiographical novel Stephen Hero. 
• 1904 – Joyce writes the essay about aesthetic theory “A Portrait of the 
Artist” and attempts to publish it in the periodical Dana but is 
rejected. 
• 1907 – revises Stephen Hero and “A Portrait of the Artist” with a new 
vision for the novel. 
• 1911 – Joyce tries to burn the revised book. This version of the novel is 
often erroneously confused with the manuscript for Stephen Hero, but 
it was actually an early draft of A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man. 
• 1914 – “fair copy” of A Portrait is finished in manuscript, but Joyce 
dates it as 1913. World War I begins (Joyce is in the Austro-
Hungarian Empire at the time). 
• 1914 – the novel is first serialized by Ezra Pound in the magazine The 
Egoist from 2 February 1914 to 1 September 1915. This version was 
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expurgated for censors under Pound’s editorship not Joyce’s. You can 
access this version of the novel during Week 7 from the Modernist 
Journals Project materials, which includes the full print run of The 
Egoist. 
• 1915 – Joyce abandons the manuscript in Trieste when he flees to 
Zürich, Switzerland, during World War I (after which the Austro-
Hungarian Empire fell). He retrieves the manuscript in 1919 after the 
war. 
• 1916 – Grant Richards, the publisher of Joyce’s Dubliners brings A 
Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man to the attention of B.W. Huebsch 
(publisher). 
• 1917 – the first Huebsch edition goes to press. As is characteristic of 
Joyce, after correcting the proofs (and after Huebsch having waited for 
Joyce’s corrections), Joyce finds need for further revisions after the first 
edition, which leads to several different editions: 
o 1st Edition –  Huebsch 
o 2nd Edition –  Huebsch (technically 1st edition, 2nd 
impression) 
o 2nd Edition –  This is the first English edition, published by 
The Egoist Press with 400 new corrections by Joyce 
o 3rd Edition –  returns to the Huebsch state of the text 
o 4th Edition –  Jonathan Cape edition, for which Joyce went 
through three further sets of revised proofs in 1924 after having 
written his novel Ulysses, which includes Stephen Dedalus as a 
character. 
 
From this initial print history, we should first notice the problems with 
establishing a “definitive” edition as well as the initial serial publication of the 
novel in several installments, which tell us a good deal about its “pace” and 
sequential form. Like Wilde, the commercial demands of a professional print 
production and distribution business shape and alter the artistic aims of the 
novel. 
 
Joyce’s Portrait & Wilde’s Picture 
 
As has been noted, Joyce kept a copy of Wilde’s The Picture of Dorian Gray 
(the 1891 version) in his library in Trieste. We also know that he first read the 
novel in an Italian translation as Doriano Gray dipinto (the 1890 version), he 
recognized its suppressed sexual references (which in his letters he says he 
wishes Wilde has developed), and he then acquired the English edition 
published by Tauchnitz in 1908, which was the 1891 version (Corballis 160). 
Joyce’s personal library is now held in The Harry Ransom Humanities 
Research Center at the University of Texas at Austen, and it has been 
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catalogued by Michael Gillespie in James Joyce’s Trieste Library. Moreover, 
Joyce held Wilde in high regard and felt a kinship through their Irishness in 
the English publishing world. Joyce was involved in a production of Wilde’s 
play The Importance of Being Earnest in 1918 in Zürich, and several critics have 
discussed Wilde’s influence on Joyce’s Portrait (Manganiello 89–98; Mahaffey 
189–206; and Corballis 159–166). Both novels privilege discussions of 
aesthetics and aesthetic theory, and both were regarded as prurient or immoral 
by critics when first released. Both also allude to Irish nationalism and the 
struggle for independence from British colonial rule, and while writing what 
became A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, Joyce also wrote “Oscar Wilde: 
The Poet of Salomé” in 1909. This permits several possibilities for 
comparison. 
 Joyce makes the specifically aesthetic comparisons of his work to 
Wilde’s the most overt. Apart from the titular similarities, Joyce directly 
quotes Wilde several times in his later novel Ulysses in 1922. Stephen Dedalus 
and his friend Malachi Mulligan trade quotations from Dorian Gray and 
Wilde’s essay “The Decay of Lying” while wishing they could share their 
discussion with Wilde.  
 In general, Joyce’s vision of stasis and kinetic art in his discussion of 
Thomas of Aquinas (186–188 & 193–195) across Chapter V in A Portrait 
merits comparison to Wilde’s aesthetic vision in Dorian Gray, including his 
later “Preface” to the novel. Both openly disparage titillating or “kinetic” art, 
yet both seem to engage in it. Both also describe “Beauty” as an ideal and 
suggest that the artist creates Beauty while remaining hidden in the final 
product, yet both writers depict artists who are revealed in their art. Extensive 
scholarship presents a variety of opinions in these matters, and some 
consensus has been achieved, yet the reader’s individual interpretive decisions 
and responses remain necessary. Hence, students will ultimately need to make 
their own decisions as readers rather than relying on academic consensus in 
these matters, in particular the irony or sincerity of both writers’ aesthetic 
visions: whether they were meant to be taken seriously or not. 
 
Epiphanies & Imagination 
 
Joyce’s core concept of stasis in aesthetic experience, or what Stephen 
describes as “arrest,” is termed “epiphany.” Epiphany is, literally from Greek, a 
sudden manifestation or a striking appearance, which typically indicates a 
realization of something not previously known, or colloquially a “eureka” 
moment. In Christianity, the Epiphany is the moment at which Jesus was 
recognized as the Son of God, which is the most common use of the term 
Epiphany (and the Epiphany Day celebration). This religious sense would 
have been the most immediately recognized by Joyce and his readers, and 
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hence, Joyce’s secular and aesthetic use of “epiphany” is striking and unusual. 
In A Portrait of the Artist, Stephen describes an epiphany as 
 
The instant wherein that supreme quality of beauty, the clear radiance 
of the esthetic image, is apprehended luminously by the mind which 
has been arrested by its wholeness and fascinated by its harmony is the 
luminous silent stasis of esthetic pleasure. (194–195)  
 
Such a statement is, obviously, highly ambiguous. Ambiguity, however, is not 
all. This is not Joyce’s only description of the concept of epiphany or how it 
works in his writings. Joyce employs epiphanies in all of his major works, most 
famously in the stories collected in Dubliners, but he describes the concept most 
clearly in Stephen Hero, which was not published until after his death. It is 
clear that Joyce never intended for the novel Stephen Hero to be published, yet 
we have it. The scene in which Stephen describes epiphanies in Stephen Hero 
is an early draft of the same scene in A Portrait, and the similarities between 
the two stand out clearly when they are compared in full: 
 
By an epiphany he meant a sudden spiritual manifestation, whether in 
the vulgarity of speech or of gesture or in a memorable phase of the 
mind itself. He believed that it was for the man of letters to record 
these epiphanies with extreme care, seeing that they themselves are the 
most delicate and evanescent of moments…. “Claritas is quidditas. 
After the analysis which discovers the second quality the mind makes 
the only logically possible synthesis and discovers the third quality. 
This is the moment which I call epiphany.” (Stephen Hero 213) 
 
These suspended moments, during which some fusion of images and 
understanding occurs, are often the defining moments in Joyce’s texts. There 
are several in his earlier short story collection Dubliners, and the most 
prominent in A Portrait is the bird-girl scene at the very end of Chapter IV 
(155–157). Stephen is walking alone when he sees a young girl wading in the 
estuary waters. This scene allows Stephen to combine previous materials and 
to reconcile his imagination to the world through art, much as his opening 
poem “Pull out his eyes, / Apologise” allows the child Stephen to reconcile his 
frustrations and the world through art (poetry). Vincent Heron, his rival, is 
the first “bird” and generates the kinetic emotion of anger in the third section 
of Chapter II (66–67). In the novel, “Vincent Heron had a bird’s face as well 
as a bird’s name” with his face “beaked like a bird’s” and “A shock of pale 
hair… like a ruffled crest” (66). He is in every sense bird-like. The bird-girl, in 
contrast, creates stasis and aesthetic pleasure but is symbolically linked with 
the Heron since “She seemed like one whom magic had changed into the 
likeness of a strange and beautiful seabird. Her long slender bare legs were 
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delicate as a crane’s[, and] the white fringes of her drawers were like the 
featherings of soft white down” (155). As birds, he sets the two in contrast to 
each other, implicitly, which means we should notice their differences. Joyce 
makes this even more overt with her skirts “dovetailed” and “Her bosom was 
as a bird’s, soft and slight” (155). This moment allows Stephen to reconcile his 
previously conflicted state through imagination and his moment of unification 
in epiphany. Whereas Vincent Heron’s bird images lead Stephen, within a few 
pages, to the fears of Hellfire and terror of the body, this new bird image in 
the bird-girl leads him to tranquility and acceptance of the body. In effect, art 
creates aesthetic pleasure by transforming the base world through pure spirit 
or mental apprehension. 
 Moreover, the bird-girl epiphany follows immediately after the 
discussion of Stephen’s namesake, “Daedelus,” for his surname Dedalus and 
the epigram to the novel as a whole. When his friends call to him as “The 
Dedalus!” (152), Stephen retreats to his imagination and a parallel to the 
Greek myth of Daedalus who fashions wings to fly from his prison on Crete 
(Daedalus created the labyrinth and was a valued inventor, hence he and his 
son Icarus were imprisoned to keep them on Crete, but he created wings for 
them both to fly back to Greece –  Icarus flew too close to the sun, the wax in 
his wings melted, the feathers then fell out, and he fell to his death in the sea). 
For Stephen, “at the name of the fabulous artificer, he seemed to hear the 
noise of waves and to see a winged form flying…. His soul was in flight. His 
soul was soaring in an air beyond the world” (153; emphasis mine). This 
anticipates, by only a few pages, the rapturous epiphany of the bird-girl and 
provides a vision of Stephen’s art, and by proxy Joyce’s ambitions. It also 
anticipates the final words of the novel, in which Stephen’s notebooks ask 
“Old father, old artificer, stand me now and ever in good stead” (232; 
emphasis mine). Of course, if Stephen is Daedalus’ son, then he is Icarus, the 
boy who flew too near to the sun (Apollo), melted his wings, and plunged to 
his death. It is as if to say Stephen is about to take flight at the end of the 
novel, fleeing Ireland as Daedalus and Icarus fled Crete, on wings and 
through the sky, but the success of his flight remains in doubt since he is both 
“Stephen Dedalus” and the doomed child. His writing the novel shows the 
reader that he lived. 
 The novel’s epigram draws these scenes together further. Taken from 
Ovid’s Metamorphoses, VIII 188, it reads in Latin “Et ignotas animum dimittit 
in artes” (and he set his mind to unknown arts). A.S. Kline’s translation of the 
passage from Ovid is as follows: 
 
Meanwhile Daedalus, hating Crete, and his long exile, and filled with 
a desire to stand on his native soil, was imprisoned by the waves. “He 
may thwart our escape by land or sea” he said “but the sky is surely 
open to us: we will go that way: Minos rules everything but he does 
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not rule the heavens.” So saying he applied his thought to new invention 
and altered the natural order of things. He laid down lines of feathers, 
beginning with the smallest, following the shorter with longer ones, so 
that you might think they had grown like that, on a slant. In that way, 
long ago, the rustic pan-pipes were graduated, with lengthening reeds. 
Then he fastened them together with thread at the middle, and bees’-
wax at the base, and, when he had arranged them, he flexed each one 
into a gentle curve, so that they imitated real bird’s wings. His son, 
Icarus, stood next to him, and, not realising that he was handling 
things that would endanger him, caught laughingly at the down that 
blew in the passing breeze, and softened the yellow bees’-wax with his 
thumb, and, in his play, hindered his father’s marvellous work. (n.pag) 
 
As a whole, Joyce’s vision of taking flight and of birds unifies the entire novel, 
not simply the bird girl and Vincent Heron. Like Daedalus’s wings, which 
lead him to freedom but destroy his son, the aesthetic practice of art grants 
freedom from the restrictions of Irish society and Joyce’s position within it. 
Moreover, the art dreamed of by Stephen and articulated as “epiphany” in the 
novel is achieved by Joyce through writing the novel itself, which suggests an 
older Stephen is also the narrator or else (as Wilde argues is true of any good 
portrait), the novel is a picture of the artist himself: Joyce. 
 
The Irish Famine & Irish Politics 
 
Although Joyce does not write about the Irish Famine, it informs the political 
commentary of A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man and is a part of the 
material and political conditions that led to Joyce’s work. The Irish Potato 
Famine occurred in the mid-Nineteenth Century, but its effects lingered for a 
very long time. The Great Famine (1845–1852) was caused by a combination 
of a potato blight and British colonial rule that continued to export food to 
England during the famine. Moreover, the famine was compounded by 
massive emigration from Ireland by the young, educated, wealthy, and 
healthy, which led to a long-term population decline that worsened the 
mortality of the famine and effected a nearly exclusively Irish and Catholic 
population while largely sparing the Protestant and Anglo-Irish. In context, 
the poor needed potatoes to live off of due to the farm tenancy regulations –  
they farmed on land owned by the Anglo-Irish colonizers, hence their cash 
crops and livestock were not their own property, and they lived off the simple 
potato. Hence, they continued to export a large amount of food, grains, and 
livestock while starving due to the potato famine. Because of this economic 
and humanitarian catastrophe, many young, education, and healthy Irish 
citizens fled the country to emigrate overseas or the Britain. This caused a 
delayed population decline in addition to the deaths by starvation and 
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emigration since the older population that remained in Ireland could not have 
as many children or were past childbearing age, and those who could 
reproduce were economically disinclined to marry or bear children due to 
poverty. A simple timeline demonstrates the desperate situation of Ireland 
when Joyce was writing of it: 
 
• 1649 – Oliver Cromwell’s conquest of Ireland, in which approximately 
600,000 of the 1,500,000 population die (these figures face much 
debate to be both higher and lower). Cromwell displaced Catholic 
landowners with Protestant colonizers from England.  
• 1662 – after the Restoration of the Monarchy in 1660 (following 
Cromwell’s interregnum), Charles II restored a third of the confiscated 
land to Irish Catholics, but this was reversed when the Catholic James 
II ceded the throne to William III and Mary II in 1689. 
• 1800 – the “Act of Union” formally unified Ireland with Britain 
• 1841 – census reports a population in Ireland of nearly 8.5 million 
• 1845 – the potato blight begins the Great Famine (1845–1852) but 
does not affect crops or livestock other than potatoes. 
• 1851 – census reports a population of 6.5 million 
• 1861 – census reports a population of 5.7 million 
• 1911 – population of 4.3 million 
• 1916 – Easter Uprising against English rule, which is defeated by the 
British and the leaders are publicly executed. 
• 1922 – Irish Independence from British rule and the partitioning of 
Northern Ireland, which remains British. 
• 1926 – census of Ireland reports a population of 4.2 million (often seen 
as the lowest point of the population) 
• 1961 – census of Ireland reports a population of 2.8 million with 
approximately 1.1 million additional people in Northern Ireland. 
• 2008 – census reports a population of 6.2 million (4.4 million in the 
Republic of Ireland and 1.7 million in Northern Ireland). 
 
In a very simplistic sense, this conveys the desperation experienced by the Irish 
during Joyce’s life in Dublin and the period in which A Portrait of the Artist as 
a Young Man is set and written. Both emigration and death from the Famine 
influenced the continued decline in the population, and it is important to 
recall that the portion of the population able to procreate also made up the 
majority of emigrants, and the same group (the lower classes who also had the 
highest rate of reproduction) faced the highest mortality from famine. The 
deaths and departures were concentrated among those who could or would 
soon be able to bear children, which doomed the surviving population to a 
long and slow population decline. 
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In this climate, John Stuart Parnell, an Irish politician who was adept 
at playing the British Parliament to Ireland’s favor, was a beacon of hope for 
Irish Catholics. However, he was eventually discredited by the Catholic 
Church for his relationship with a married (though separated) woman. Parnell 
was forced to resign and died ostracized shortly thereafter, ending the Irish 
parliamentary successes he had initiated. Joyce refers to Parnell repeatedly in 
his works and set all of his major prose works in Ireland during one of the 
periods of Ireland’s greatest population decline and greatest economic 
stagnation. Joyce also represents the moral voice of the Catholic Church as an 
oppressing force operating in tandem with British colonialism, almost 
certainly due to the effect of the Parnell affair on his vision of Irish politics 
while young. That is, the Irish condemned Parnell for his personal life (which 
ran contrary to Catholicism) even though Parnell was the best hope for Irish 
security and independence at the time. 
 The most common way to approach the Irish-English conflict in the 
novel is Stephen’s discussions of the “tundish” with his Dean (the word for a 
“funnel” used by the Irish). The conflict over Irish and English languages 
makes the colonial position and Joyce’s rejection of it clear, yet Stephen 
ultimately cannot distinguish between word origins, nor can his master. Like 
so many colonized peoples, the Irish had been made to acquire the English 
language, and Joyce wrote in it even while recognizing it as the colonizer’s 
tongue: 
 
—How different are the words home, Christ, ale, master, on 
his lips and on mine! I cannot speak or write these words without 
unrest of spirit. His language, so familiar and so foreign, will always be 
for me an acquired speech. I have not made or accepted its words. My 
voice holds them at bay. My soul frets in the shadow of his language. 
(Joyce, Portrait 172) 
 
This scene is discussed extensively in Joyce scholarship, and as Jessica Berman 
points out, this is not even the first or even most famous disagreement over 
language in the scene:  
 
the passage immediately preceding that, where Stephen discusses 
Newman’s use of the word “detain” and confuses the dean… Stephen 
here is the one in control of multiple levels of language… Stephen 
highlights John Henry Newman’s particular use of the word “detain,” 
which Newman takes from the version of Ecclesiasticus used as an 
antiphon in Catholic services…. The dean misses Stephen’s point on 
two levels, answering according to the “marketplace” use of the word 
(“not at all”) when Stephen quotes the use of detain in the phrase “I 
hope I am not detaining you,” and ignoring the “literary” reference to 
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Newman (P, 164). In this short passage we can thus see Stephen not 
only lay claim to the literary tradition for himself but also demonstrate 
that the dean is completely outside it in the common world of the 
marketplace. (Berman 471) 
 
Stephen ‘twists the knife’ in this joke on the Dean by demonstrating that the 
colonized have their own tongue and manner of speaking English, despite the 
dean’s attempt to control it. The same example can be seen today in Indian 
English and other colonial inheritances of the English language around the 
world. Moreover, for Berman’s examples, John Henry Newman (1801–1890) 
was a Catholic Cardinal who famously left the Anglican Church while at the 
University of Oxford and became rector of the Catholic University of Ireland, 
which is now University College Dublin (FDU’s Newman Catholic 
Association on the Metropolitan campus is named for him). Joyce attended 
University College, Dublin, from 1898 to 1903, forty years after Newman has 
retired, but he was still a familiar figure. 
 Given the historical context of British colonization of Ireland, this 
scene has become the focus of most postcolonial interpretations of Joyce’s 
works as a whole. 
 
Questions for Self-Review 
 
1. Is there a social critique or a moral implicit in Joyce’s A Picture of the 
Artist as a Young Man? 
2. Does the form of the novel, its structure, support or conflict with its 
social function and its critique of Irish society? 
3. How do social class, wealth, and power function in the novel?  
4. Does the novel critique British Imperialism or the aristocracy, or is it 
apolitical by virtue of its aesthetic aims? 
5. Does the ending of the novel imply a moral or aesthetic lesson that is 
not explicitly stated? 
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1. To learn how Eliot’s use of Tradition and allusion are ‘radical’ 
innovations in Modernism. 
2. To understand how Eliot’s critical ideas operate in the poem, in 
particular Tradition and the Individual Talent. 
3. To develop the ‘close reading’ or New Critical skills that are essential 
for poetry but can be equally important to reading prose. 
4. To understand the ‘institutional’ power of Modernism through T.S. 
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Eliot’s poem The Waste Land is among the most influential poetic works in 
the English language. It was first published in 1922 in four distinct states, 
only one of which contains the controversial Notes section. They were 
variously published in periodicals and book editions, and many of the poets or 
literary figures involved will already be familiar to you from our previous 










his newly founded journal The Criterion. Scholars such as Michael Levenson 
have argued that the founding of The Criterion was one of the most important 
moments in literary Modernism because it marked the institutionalization of 
the movement and its widespread legitimacy. Since we will consider other 
small magazines that are important to this rise in Modernism, in particular 
Blast in the next Unit, it is worth quoting Levenson at length on this topic:  
 
If we look for a mark of modernism’s coming of age, the founding of 
the Criterion in 1922 may prove a better instance than The Waste Land, 
better even than [James Joyce’s] Ulysses, because it exemplifies the 
institutionalization of the movement, the accession to cultural 
legitimacy. The journal provided Eliot, as editor, with a capacious 
forum; it had financial stability and intellectual weight; it constituted a 
respectable vessel for sometimes suspicious contents. (213) 
  
Levenson also notes that the two institutionalizing forces in Modernism are 
interlaced: “The Waste Land appeared in the first issue of the journal, and its 
entry into the literary arena was no doubt eased by this context…. To set the 
Criterion next to Blast is to underscore the extent of the change in eight years” 
(213). This is to say, the “proper” and high-brow Criterion is markedly 
different from the radical and avant-garde journal Blast 
The Criterion became the most important and respectable literary 
magazine of the time period, and it ran until the opening of the Second 
World War. The Waste Land was also published in the American magazine 
The Dial, which was extremely influential and published works by almost 
every major modernist writer or visual artist. After these first two appearances, 
the poem then appeared in book form, first through the publisher Boni and 
Liveright in the USA at the very end of 1922 and then in the UK in 1923 
through the Hogarth Press. The Hogarth Press was run by Leonard and 
Virginia Woolf, both of whom Eliot knew well through the social and artistic 
circle called Bloomsbury, named for the London neighborhood where they 
lived. The final version through the Hogarth Press is the only textual witness 
to contain the extensive Notes section, which refers the reader to Jessie 
Weston’s dubious book From Ritual to Romance. The “A Note on the Text” 
section of the very helpful W.W. Norton & Co. classroom edition contains 
detailed background information on how this particular version of The Waste 
Land was assembled and what the different versions imply. 
 The citations to Weston may confuse modern readers. Weston is a 
largely discredited anthropological folklorist and occult author of studies on 
Arthurian quest narratives, mainly Medieval. From Ritual to Romance is her 
most famous work, and in it “[her] aim has been to prove the essentially 
archaic character of all the elements composing the Grail story rather than to 
analyze the story as a connected whole” (10). This is to say, Weston aimed to 
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demonstrate that the Medieval Grail Romances (the quests for the Holy Grail 
written mainly in French) ultimately derived from ancient Pagan fertility 
rituals and myths, such as the Attis and Adonis cults, the Egyptian faiths 
surrounding Osiris, and various other fertility cults described by Sir James G. 
Frazer in his landmark book The Golden Bough (1890), a book that began the 
modern discipline of Anthropology at Cambridge University. Frazer’s work 
appears in the closing images of the film “Apocalypse Now,” in Sigmund 
Freud’s Totem and Taboo, and was used by many modernists. For Frazer, 
Adonis, Attis, and Osiris are all gods who perish and are resurrected, and their 
resurrections are tied to fertility rituals involving Spring crops, fertile harvests, 
and fertility in general. Weston argues that these ancient fertility cults are the 
basis for the Holy Grail quests in Arthurian romances – the knight encounters 
an ill or wounded king who is infertile and whose kingdom does not 
experience a Spring rebirth. By curing the king (the Fisher King in most 
myths), the questing knight resurrects the dead and restarts the missing 
Spring and fertility cycle. The implication for Eliot’s poem is that the titular 
Waste Land is the result of losing these rituals or from the loss of religious 
faith in general. Ultimately, academics rejected Weston’s argument, but her 
work remained popular into the 1950s and has led to several articles on Eliot 
(Kroll 159–173; Surette 223–244). The Golden Bough remains influential and 
was also published in a single-volume abridged version in 1922. 
1922 was also a crucial year for Modernism in general. James Joyce 
published his magnum opus Ulysses, Virginia Woolf published her first 
experimental novel, Jacob’s Room, which presaged her later more influential 
works Mrs. Dalloway and To the Lighthouse. Ezra Pound, whom you have 
already read about and who was responsible for the first serialized version of 
Joyce’s A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, first began to publish his major 
work The Cantos. Michael North, who edited the excellent W.W. Norton & 
Co. student edition of The Waste Land, has published Reading 1922: A Return 
to the Scene of the Modern through Oxford University Press, which may be 
useful if you are interested in this very specific moment. 
 
Eliot as a Critic 
 
By 1922, Eliot had already established himself as a literary critic. This allows 
us to better understand his perspective on poetry and poetry writing than we 
are able to do with most other authors. Eliot’s most famous essay is “Tradition 
and the Individual Talent,” which was first published in The Egoist by Pound, 
shortly after Joyce’s A Portrait of the Artist, and was republished in a book of 
Eliot’s collected essays in 1920, The Sacred Wood. In the essay, Eliot compares 
two key concepts: Literary Tradition and the Individual Artist. 
 Eliot’s argument in this essay is central to the structure and form of 










we all inherit as a part of culture and the individual talent of an artist that is 
brought to bear on that tradition. A Romantic view would tend to idealize the 
artist or at least place the artist at the center of this process. A Classical view 
would do the opposite and look to the literary tradition as central. Eliot 
sought to avoid this conflict by arguing that the ‘Individual Talent’ indeed 
existed, but that all traces of the artist’s personality are removed prior to the 
finalization of good art, leaving only the new work in relation to Tradition 
without any reflection of the Individual Talent remaining discernable. 
Eliot used a metaphor to describe this process: the catalyst. In 
chemical reactions, a catalyst is necessary for a reaction to occur (or it speeds 
up a reaction), such as oxidation, which you also know as ‘rusting.’ You likely 
know about this from the catalytic converter in your automobile, which 
converts some of the nastier products of a combustion engine into less nasty 
materials (such as changing toxic carbon monoxide to relatively common 
carbon dioxide). The crucial part of the metaphor is that in typical catalysis, 
the catalyst is itself unchanged even though it is necessary. I might begin the 
process with Carbon Monoxide and Oxygen in the presence of Platinum, and 
then end the process with Carbon Dioxide and Platinum, but the catalytic 
Platinum has not been changed in the process nor is it present in the new 
substance: the Carbon Dioxide. Eliot’s notion was that the artist or Individual 
Talent served a similar function. The artist had a personal idea and a literary 
tradition, which he or she brought into contact. Through the Individual 
Talent, the new poem or work of art is produced, and this also changes the 
literary tradition. However, the artist is not present in the final product, nor is 
he or she changed. This is to say, through the artist, Tradition and personal 
experiences intermingle and create new art, but this new art does not show us 
anything about the artist personally nor is the artist changed by the process. 
 In general, this runs contrary to our everyday vision of the Arts. We 
tend to see ourselves as changed by producing art. It is cathartic. Even more 
commonly, we tend to regard art as an expression of our personalities. Eliot 
argued the opposite. The final art product reflects experience and tradition but 
not the artist him or herself. Good art expresses the Tradition rather than 
expressing the Individual Talent. 
 Another critical idea in Eliot’s argument is that art exists in a 
“simultaneous order,” which is to say the Tradition described above exists all 
at the same time in the present. We don’t look at the age of a work when 
determining its influence. Moreover, we may be reacting to a very long 
tradition even when we are not particularly well aware of it. The tradition 
itself, not just strong artistic personalities, has led to the current state of art as 
a whole. Each new work of art also changes the perspective we have on the 
Tradition as a whole. An American critic like Harold Bloom, at Yale 
University, expands on this idea to suggest that particular authors are “strong 
poets” who seek to transform the influence exerted by Tradition. For instance, 
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although Christopher Marlowe was the most artistically successful 
Elizabethan playwright until Shakespeare, it is virtually impossible for us to 
consider Marlowe without doing so in the context of Shakespeare’s works. In 
a more comical sense, I might not be able to watch George Lucas’ original 
Star Wars films after having seen the Family Guy television satires. The latter 
work has permanently altered my approach to the former. Tradition, for Eliot, 
exists as a whole unity, and new works transform our perspective on older 
works while these older works exert a strong influence on the creation of 
anything new. Great art is that which transforms the Tradition as a whole. 
Hence, great works do not express the personal feelings of the Individual 
Talent (the artist), great works are impersonal transformations of the poetic 
Tradition. 
 Since the personal biography or individual feelings of the poet are not 
contained or even discernable in the final artistic product, a new form of 
critical reading was necessary. Much of the literary criticism up until the 
1930s was biographical in nature. Eliot’s essay became a touchstone for the 
American critical movement called the New Criticism. This name derives 
from John Crowe Ransom’s book The New Criticism, which he published in 
1941. It is primarily a method rather than a purpose or style, and it is 
apolitical. New Critics looked closely at the text itself and the literary 
tradition, and they excluded all information relating to the author or 
biography. Looking for what an author had meant to say was termed the 
“intentional fallacy” in this context, and the New Critics instead looked to 
what the text actually says regardless of intentions, as well as how it fits into 
Tradition. In other words, how can you read a text as part of a body of 
discourse instead of making potentially false or misleading assumptions about 
what the author intended? After all, a poet might lie or fail to understand his 
or her intentions (or simply not remember them) yet still write a good poem. 
Even in The Waste Land, Eliot did not publish the “Notes” section until after 
he was published the poem and released it three times. Which “intention” 
would then be right or most true?  
The major critics in this school of thought, the New Criticism, were 
largely American and largely Southern but had significant ties to various 
colleges of the University of Oxford: Cleanth Brooks and Robert Penn 
Warren were both Southerners who studied at Vanderbilt University under 
John Crowe Ransom and then Oxford and wrote their first New Critical 
works together while professors at Louisiana State University. The British 
critic William Empson exercised a major influence on the New Critics 
through his 1930 book Seven Types of Ambiguity. Empson argued that there 
are exactly seven forms of ambiguity in literature (not six nor eight…), and 
close attention to the text rather than the artist or the political context would 
illuminate these ambiguities in meaning. For instance, a metaphor such as 
“this strawberry is mathematical” forces the reader to combine two different 
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things: strawberries and mathematics. This is the first and simplest form of 
ambiguity for Empson, and it does not rely on the author’s intentions nor on a 
political context. 
 When you perform a “close reading” or an “explication of text,” you are 
engaging in the type of critical tradition established by the New Critics based 
on their interests in T.S. Eliot. This leaves you with a text and a tradition but 
not an author nor a political motivation. These ideas profoundly influenced 
the modernist authors we read, although many remained highly political, and 
they adapted their style of writing accordingly, often in reaction to what Eliot 
had demonstrated could be done in The Waste Land. The Waste Land, then, is 
a poetic instantiation of the type of reading methods and approach to poetry 
that we see Eliot creating in his essays and subsequently the New Critics 
popularizing around the world. It has become the primary reading method 
used in English and Literary Studies programs at virtually every major 
university in the Western world. 
 
Allusion and Tradition 
 
Eliot begins The Waste Land with a phrase that makes us dually aware of 
allusion and tradition. It anchors his poem and teaches us how to read: 
 
April is the cruelest month, breeding 
Lilacs out of the dead land, mixing 
Memory and desire, stirring 
Dull roots with spring rain. (Eliot 1–4) 
 
A typical New Critical approach to these first four lines might be something 
like what follows here. Each of the three progressive tenses of the verbs 
(breed, mix, and stir) appear at the end of a line that is enjambed. 
Enjambment is the continuation of the grammatical phrase across a line break 
rather than the more traditional restructuring of the poem that is revised 
below: 
 
April is the cruelest month,  
Breeding lilacs out of the dead land,  
Mixing memory and desire,  
Stirring dull roots with spring rain. 
 
This combination of progressive tenses and enjambment emphasizes the 
ongoing nature of the moment Eliot describes. It is not simply past, present, 
or future but rather an ongoing action. However, this emphatically present 
tense in the ongoing progressive form is confusing because the lines are in the 
process of continuing across the break. 
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Likewise, the opening four lines of The Waste Land are themselves an 
allusion to a very old poem, one that is arguably the greatest early English 
work (Middle English as described in the coursepack chapter for the first 
Unit). These lines echo the opening of the “General Prologue” to Geoffrey 
Chaucer’s 14th century poem The Canterbury Tales. It is worth quoting the 
entire first stanza of that poem here in order to draw out the full context (in 
the original Middle English followed by a ‘translation’ into Modern English): 
 
Whan that Aprill, with his shoures soote 
The droghte of March hath perced to the roote 
And bathed every veyne in swich licour, 
Of which vertu engendred is the flour; 
Whan Zephirus eek with his sweete breeth 
Inspired hath in every holt and heeth 
The tendre croppes, and the yonge sonne 
Hath in the Ram his halfe cours yronne, 
And smale foweles maken melodye, 
That slepen al the nyght with open eye- 
 (So priketh hem Nature in hir corages); 
Thanne longen folk to goon on pilgrimages 
And palmeres for to seken straunge strondes 
To ferne halwes, kowthe in sondry londes; 
And specially from every shires ende 
Of Engelond, to Caunterbury they wende, 
The hooly blisful martir for to seke 
That hem hath holpen, whan that they were seeke. (1–18) 
 
When April, with his showers sweet, 
Has pierced the drought of March to the root 
And bathed every vine in such liquor, 
As that which engenders virtue in the flower. 
When the West Wind also with his sweet breath 
Has inspired in every farmland 
The tender crops, and the young Sun 
Has run half his course in the month of Aries, 
And small birds make melodies, 
That sleep all the night with open eye— 
 (So ‘pricks’ him Nature in his courage); 
Then folks desire to go on pilgrimages 
And pilgrims seek strange shores abroad 
To distant shires, known in sundry lands. 
And especially from every shire’s end 
Of England, to Canterbury they wander, 
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The holy blissful martyr to seek 
Who has helped them, when they were sick. 
 
This allusion by Eliot to Chaucer (a poet with whom virtual all of his 
audience would be familiar) sets out a few immediate associations: springtime, 
fecundity, fertility, religious faith and service, ancient fertility gods and 
astrology, the healing power of prayer, and pilgrimage in England after a 
sickness. In Chaucer, the pilgrims all set out for Canterbury Cathedral to offer 
prayers in thanks for healings and as a sign of devotion, but like all springtime 
creatures, they spend some of their time in a tavern sharing stories about other 
“Spring” activities, largely sexual or reproductive. In Eliot, you will find 
precisely the opposite. The call “Hurry up please, it’s time” is the barman’s 
“closing time” call in Britain, but unlike Chaucer’s characters in their own pub 
talking about Spring and reproduction, Eliot’s characters discuss the First 
World War and abortion. Eliot is producing the opposite of Chaucer, but he 
sets it in the same location in order to make the contrast obvious. The contrast 
to Chaucer on this point of reproduction and rebirth is vitally important to the 
poem’s sense of anxiety and modernity. 
 For Eliot’s poem, April is no longer the source for “shoures soote” 
(sweet showers or sweet rain that is compared to liquor bringing the plants all 
back to life and reproduction). Instead, April is cruel because it forces things 
back to life that would rather remain in hibernation, such as “breeding / Lilacs 
out of the dead land” or “stirring dull roots with spring rain.” The allusion is 
clear, but the transformation is profound. As we continue to read through 
Eliot’s poem, the implication appears to be that there is no “hooly blisful 
martir” for the modern reader to seek or pray to for help “whan that they were 
seeke.” The loss of religious faith is devastating for them in the poem. 
 Eliot’s “dead land” in The Waste Land also points us to a different 
context from Chaucer’s. Something in Chaucer’s poem makes April a 
wonderful month of rebirth into Spring, fertility, and reproduction. For Eliot, 
April does not cure the illness of the dead land, which gestures to many other 
literary texts. For instance, in Sophocles’ ancient play Oedipus Rex, the barren 
land and the failure of the crops is a reflection of Oedipus’ failures as king to 
his people and his incest. Such imagery abounds in the Medieval Holy Grail 
narratives, such as the Fisher King, who is ill, wounded, and has failing crops 
in his wasteland. Eliot may be alluding to Chaucer, but it seems that he is 
doing so in order to show how his poem differs. It reflects the loss of Chaucer 
and tradition rather than the comforts it can offer, and the result is a ruined 
and infertile country. By implication, this is the new vision for Britain just 
after the First World War. From the great literary tradition that led to the 
Enlightenment, Democracy, and industrial revolutions, Eliot now only sees 
“A heap of broken images” (22). Nonetheless, by alluding to these broken 
pieces of the tradition, he can claim “these fragments I have shored against my 
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ruins” (430), which means he is attempting to create some new form of unity 
from the scraps. He has also changed forever how you will read Chaucer. 
 The most important feature here is that four lines of poetry have sent 
us off to find a full context deriving from a very long literary tradition. This is 
how the New Criticism works, and it is also implicit in Eliot’s poetic style. 
You cannot read The Waste Land without being sent off to find other 
materials that are transformed by Eliot’s new context yet that shape what his 
poem is able to do – we now look at The Canterbury Tales from a post-
Enlightenment perspective, yet the fertility and richness of that poem creates 
the very thing Eliot’s modernist reader would yearn for without having: 
rebirth to an earlier and purer state. Our reading is fostered by close attention 
to the style and form, to allusions, and we could go even further by 
questioning Chaucer’s pagan references to Zephyrus, astronomy, and fertility 
gods while also alluding to Virgil’s Georgics (Virgil wrote The Aeneid, which 
continued the narrative of Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey). 
 As a New Critic would point out, this painful difference between the 
health of Chaucer and the illness of Eliot is even implied in those progressive 
verb tenses that are emphasized by falling at the end of an enjambed line: 
“breeding,” “mixing,” and “stirring” (1–3). They are all in the present tense 
noting some ongoing action, but progressive verb tenses are indeterminate, 
ambiguous, and link the past with the present and the future. This is the 
condition of modernity. Chaucer’s verb tenses are distinct and indicate a 
profoundly different worldview: “When April, with his showers sweet, / Has 
pierced the drought of March to the root.” This is the Present Perfect tense 
(has pierced) and it is followed by the simple past tense (And bathed every 
vine) as well as the present tense (virtue engenders the flower). For Chaucer, 
the ongoing and indeterminate progressive tense is rare, whereas for Eliot it is 
ever-present – for Chaucer spring has arrived and people want to go on a 
pilgrimage, whereas for Eliot things have been “stirring” for quite a while and 
do not seem to be arriving at any conclusion apart from just going on stirring 
for a while longer.  
 These allusions are only the beginning. The poem, as you will 
discover, obsessively refers to works across the entire English canon (as well as 
Sanskrit, Greek, Latin, French, and German literatures). The closing 
references to the Brihadaranyaka Upanishad play similar games with language 
and tense using the syllable “Da” in the imperative form of the verbs “control,” 
“give,” and “compassion.” We are again sent off to another religious text at the 
close of the poem, as if to ask if another religious tradition might provide the 
rebirth in its language that Eliot is no longer able to offer in the modern 
world. The method also forces the reader to consider the literary tradition and 
the form of the poem while at the same time alienating the reader from any 
sense of Tom Eliot the poet as a person, which was Eliot’s critical vision in 





The Waste Land has become perhaps the most influential poem of the 20th 
century. Its importance to the New Criticism has already been outlined, and 
the New Criticism is the basis for what nearly every Literature department or 
program in the world now does on a daily basis. Many poets imitated Eliot 
(such as George Orwell in his novel Keep the Aspidistra Flying), they adopted 
his techniques, or refer back to him. Even more poets responded to his critical 
ideas and in turn revised their poetic craft based on their reactions to Eliot’s 
critical ideas. However, Eliot had another much more direct line of influence 
on Modernism and 20th century literature in general – he founded the 
influential journal The Criterion, he taught the future poet laureate John 
Betjeman at Highgate School, he influenced the Bloomsbury group of writers, 
and he became the most important editor and eventually a director at Faber & 
Faber, the most important publishing house in London for Modernist 
literature. Faber & Faber has been the publisher of choice for virtually all 
major literary authors in Britain since the 1930s, and Eliot’s influence as an 
editor is hard to overlook, in particular amongst the modernists and also 
because Faber published Eliot’s The Criterion from 1926 onward, which 
reviewed the books by the same authors. This was the institutional and 
commercial moment of success for Modernism. 
 At Faber & Faber, Eliot was the editor for many major modernist 
authors’ works, including W.H. Auden, Ezra Pound, James Joyce, Djuna 
Barnes, Sylvia Plath, William Golding, Dylan Thomas, Tom Stoppard, 
Samuel Beckett, and Lawrence Durrell. This meant that Eliot had a direct 
influence over the shape and direction of the publishing career of virtually an 
entire generation of authors, both British and American, since Faber was their 
publisher of choice. He personally revised and cut Djuna Barnes’ novel 
Nightwood (which is still a matter of some debate), encouraged Lawrence 
Durrell to continue Justine as The Alexandria Quartet (a four volume series that 
resists Eliot’s influence), and frequently wrote the introductions to books he 
wished to have interpreted in particular ways (mostly to match his own critical 
vision). This would be akin, in our contemporary 21st century context, to 
Stephen Spielberg being a highly successful film director as well as the 
producer and editor of most films made in Hollywood as well as a member of 
the Board of Directors of 20th Century Fox. It is an enormous concentration 
of authority and influence in a single person, and thereby Eliot’s approval 
became necessary, crucial even, for much of the literary production in English 
from the 1930s to the 1960s. Literary Studies cannot ignore Eliot. 
 In his article “Rejuvenating T.S. Eliot’s The Waste Land,” Ghanim 
Samarrai brings attention to the extensive Arabic translations of Eliot’s poem 
and its deep influence on modern Arabic poetry, especially Badr As-Sayâb’s 
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Unshudat al-Matar (Hymn of Rain). This difficulty of translation is very much 
a part of Eliot’s original work, and the new cultural context of rainfall and 
Spring are hard to reconcile with the spiritual and cultural context within 
which the poem was created, but this is also part of how literature moves 
between and across cultures. Similar transplantations and translations have 
occurred as The Waste Land moved into and influenced Modern Greek poetry, 
French, Spanish, Portuguese, Hindi, Bangla, Russian, and so forth. 
 
The Origins of the Poem 
 
Although we see Eliot’s name on the cover of the book and his Estate received 
the royalties while it was under copyright, in reality it was a work composed 
by Eliot and then heavily revised by both Ezra Pound and Eliot’s first wife 
Vivienne Haigh-Wood Eliot. The revisions are substantial, but the Eliot 
Estate did eventually allow a reproduction of the original typescript of the 
poem to be produced posthumously in 1974 after the copy was rediscovered. 
Notably, the book was edited by Eliot’s second wife Valerie Eliot, who titled 
it The Waste Land: A Facsimile and Transcript of the Original Drafts Including 
the Annotations of Ezra Pound. Vivienne Eliot’s annotations are significant and 
included in the book, but because Vivienne died without a clear estate apart 
from her husband, whom she never divorced, Valerie Eliot has claimed 
executive control over the copyright on Vivienne’s diaries and literary papers 
in order to prevent access to those papers held at the Bodleian Library in 
Oxford (which FDU students may visit through Wroxton). Few people have 
seen these papers, but Carole Seymour-Smith has written a biography based 
on them, Painted Shadow, although she did not have the right to quote the 
materials. 
 Notable changes include cutting the original epigram drawn from 
Joseph Conrad’s novel Heart of Darkness and replacing it with the Greek 
epigram describing the Sybil. The first 54 lines were also cut from the poem, 
which removed a drunken ramble around London by “old Tom, boiled to the 
eyes” in his stupor. This first section is titled “HE DO THE POLICE IN 
DIFFERENT VOICES,” which draws attention to the various 
ventriloquisms across the poem as a whole, such as the young woman who 
speaks from lines 8–18 and 35–42 or the conversation between various women 
in a bar in section 2 “A Game of Chess” in our version. It would, in fact, be 
difficult to understand the “A Game of Chess” section without knowing that 
Eliot is impersonating various “voices” in the poem, in this instance young 
women talking about their men coming home from the First World War, a 
barmaid calling closing time (“Hurry up please, it’s time”), and so forth. 
 Many parts of the poem in its typescript state were cut or revised 
heavily by Pound. His influence on the creation of the poem and its final form 
was profound. It is both possible and even quite reasonable to interpret Eliot’s 
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notion of “impersonality” or the absence of the “catalytic” poet from the final 
poetic product as a result of his personal relationships and Pound’s heavy 
influence on the poem. We might accept the repeated references to 
Shakespeare’s play The Tempest as a personal reference to the death of Eliot’s 
father in 1919, which would revise the opening image in the typescript of “old 
Tom, boiled to the eyes” in his drunkenness. The repeated references to The 
Tempest are to a scene in the play in which the spirit Ariel tricks Ferdinand 
into believing his father has perished during a shipwreck:  
 
Full fathom five thy father lies; 
Of his bones are coral made; 
Those are pearls that were his eyes. 
Nothing of him that doth fade, 
But doth suffer a sea-change 
Into something rich and strange. 
Sea-nymphs hourly ring his knell. (I.ii.539–545) 
 
The implication is that Eliot’s struggle over his own father’s death played a 
major role in shaping the poem. Likewise, it would seem impossible to closely 
attend to the text of the poem without noticing which portions were revised or 
even written by both Pound and Vivienne Eliot. In general, it becomes 
difficult to explore the text fully without having recourse to the biography of 
the author, which is something Eliot wished to avoid. Consequently, we are 
presented with an interpretive choice between Eliot’s theory of impersonality 
versus the biographical context of the poem. That, however, is a choice to be 
made by individual readers on their own. 
 
Questions for Self-Review 
 
1. Would Eliot want us to talk about him personally as the creative artist 
behind his poetry? 
2. Does the form of The Waste Land relate to Eliot’s opinions as a literary 
critic? If so, how? 
3. What does professor Mount argue about the importance of the 
Sanskrit words “Datta. Dayadhvam. Damyata” at the end of the poem?  
4. How does allusion function in Eliot’s poem? 
5. Is it necessary to know about Eliot’s life or the social conditions of 
inter-war London in order to discuss The Waste Land as a work of art? 
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Periodicals & Films: Unit 5  








1. To recognize early cinema’s and silent films’ conventions. 
2. To demonstrate familiarity with the material production of modernist 
print culture in periodicals. 
3. To demonstrate New Critical skills that are essential for poetry in 
relation to reading prose or filmic texts. 
4. To describe the international nature of Modernism via its cultural 
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international forms of Modernism. This shift from the previous Units also 
means a greater range of electronic resources are available, in particular due to 
copyright regulations in the USA, Canada, and Europe. With regard to the 
materials, we will access print content through the Modernist Journals Project 
hosted by Brown University and the University of Tulsa. I strongly 
recommend you watch the digitally restored films, if possible, rather than the 
easily available (and copyright-free) unrestored versions –  if you are on 
campus, these are available through FDU’s subscription services or in the 
library. Many inexpensive popular subscription services, such as Netflix, also 
make these films available –  copyright on the original materials has expired in 
Canada, but newly restored versions may have fresh copyright claims. With 
Chaplin this relates to the quality of the materials (image quality), so the 
Criterion editions provide a cleaner viewing experience (most of these are also 
available for free through online streaming through your local public library). 
With Metropolis, however, it relates to content as well. The most recent 
restoration of the film in 2010 involved restoring much of the censored 
materials that were cut after its first screening in 1927 – this restoration 
recuperates nearly 30 minutes of material discovered in 2008 in Argentina 
(which arguably renews copyright on the restoration copy). For the 
periodicals, it is possible to read BLAST in its entirety, but the manifesto that 
opens the first issue is the most important. It is not possible to read the full 
print run of The Little Review in our timeframe, so you should instead 
familiarize yourself with the kind of materials it published, the familiar names, 
and the major works that were serialized in it (such as works by James Joyce). 
You may wish to compare the witness of A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man 
in The Egoist to our earlier readings as well. 
Your readings and viewings for this Unit aim at developing your 
breadth and familiarity rather than the close reading on which the previous 
Units have focused. Take time here to become comfortable with watching a 
silent film and developing the kind of responses and patience this medium 
requires, which will be different from what is most familiar to you. 
 In many respects, the internationalism of our filmic and periodical 
readings in this Unit entails a return to the critical paradigms we first reviewed 
in Unit 1, and political and economic theories in particular. All of the 
materials in Unit 5 respond to the industrialized nature of Modernism and the 
social difficulties this created, but they respond in very different ways. The 
English journal BLAST began the “Vorticist” movement, which was in many 
respects an English-language reaction to Italian Futurism. Both Vorticism 
and Futurism adopted key critical concepts from the Leninist version of 
Marxism, which is to say an anti-humanist notion of Marxism, which led 
both movements to support forms of Fascism. The Italian Futurists supported 
Benito Mussolini in the Second World War, as did Ezra Pound who was a 
central figure to Vorticism. Wyndham Lewis, the other key figure in 
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Vorticism and editor of BLAST, briefly supported Adolf Hitler and Nazism in 
1931 before Hitler came to power in Germany, but Lewis denounced these 
views before WWII began after visiting Germany in 1937, followed by this 
renunciation of fascism in The Hitler Cult in 1939.  
In contrast, both Fritz Lang’s Metropolis and Charlie Chaplin’s 
Modern Times critique the anti-humanist notions of Futurism as well as any 
form of Fascism. Chaplin’s later film, The Great Dictator, is explicit in its 
critique of Fascism and Nazism, although Chaplin later acknowledged that he 
could not have made the satire had he known, at the time, the nature of the 
Nazi atrocities in Europe.  
Lastly, The Little Review was created in the USA during the Chicago 
Renaissance, and it tied itself to a range of political movements, often those 
directly related to its growing editorship. Its most pressing political affiliations 
were with First Wave Feminism (and women’s suffrage) and antiauthoritarian 
forms of anarchism, although Pound was one of its most prominent 
contributors, and our later reading of Hemingway’s in our time: The 1924 Text 
















 The Macfarlane and Antliff lectures clarify the implications of some of 
these political paradigms: Marxism and anarchism. Both have wildly diverse 
popular meanings that differ significantly from the academic use of the terms. 
You should watch and listen to these first before moving on to the periodicals 
and journals –  they will give you a context within which to understand the 
other materials. This means that after our readings in Joyce and Eliot, which 
have emphasized aesthetic concerns over political matters, we are returning to 
the contemporary context in which Modernist literature was developed. We 
are returning to the politics, to the social, to the economic, and to the 
historical. We are less concerned this week with the aesthetic and personal, 













The Italian Futurist and future Fascist supporter Filippo Marinetti first visited 
London in 1910 and lectured in public on his Futurist ambitions. This 
sparked the first English responses to Futurism, but they were not entirely 
supportive. Futurism advocated an anti-humanist view of technological 
progress, it exalted mechanization, and it developed a visual style that 
emphasized the mechanical rather than the organic. One of Futurism’s most 
obvious legacies was the Art Deco movement, for which students in New 
Jersey could look to the Empire State Building, the Chrysler Building and 
Rockefeller Center, which are well-known examples of Art Deco architecture. 
Notably, Josep Maria Sert’s mural “American Progress” that adorns the GE 
Center in Rockefeller Center is actually a replacement of Diego Rivera’s “Man 
at the Crossroads,” which included an image of Vladimir Lenin. Vancouver 
students can look to the Marine Building and Vancouver City Hall, both of 
which are also Art Deco architecture from the 1930s, as described at the 
beginning of the course. 
Four years after Marinetti’s visit to London, a group led by the painter 
and novelist Wyndham Lewis publicly rejected and mocked Marinetti when 
he was giving another reading in London. From this division, the English 
movement Vorticism was born. Its first publication was BLAST under Lewis’s 
editorship, but it also included important work from Ezra Pound, Ford 
Madox Ford, Richard Aldington, and Rebecca West. The first issue of 
BLAST began with a provocative series of manifestoes for Vorticism that 
declared its separateness from Futurism and listed a variety of objects and 
institutions to be either “blessed” or “blasted.” The tenor, overall, was to bless 
those English people or materials that relate to the modern, industrialized 
world and to blast anything relating to humanism, folk culture, or 
institutionalized authority.  
The second issue of BLAST adds work by T.S. Eliot, and it received 
much attention, but it was discontinued due to the First World War. After 
the horrific experiences of mechanized warfare that many of the authors and 
artists in BLAST lived through in the Great War, a return to the type of work 
promoted by Vorticism was simply not possible. 
 
The Little Review 
 
Margaret Anderson founded The Little Review in 1914, the same year that 
Lewis founded BLAST, and it went on to promote works by writers and artists 
from nearly twenty different countries. Its initial perspective in its first several 
years of production was expressly anarchist, which reflected the mood in the 
United States at the time – the Industrial Workers of the World, a syndicalist 
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union, was active, Emma Goldman and Randolph Bourne (whom FDU 
students used to read as a standard part of the University Core) were actively 
publishing and organizing anti-conscription rallies during World War I, and 
the government’s Palmer Raids from 1918–1921 only fueled the public 
interest. This gave The Little Review an automatic notoriety and drew 
attention to it among authors and artists across North American and Europe. 
Moreover, by virtue of being based in the USA, it was not impacted directly 
by the war in the same way that British periodicals were, like BLAST or The 
Blue Review. Ezra Pound became formally affiliated with The Little Review as 
its foreign editor in 1917, the same year the journal relocated from Chicago to 
Greenwich Village in New York. From this point forward, The Little Review 
became the most prominent publication of the avant-garde in English, 
challenged in this regard only by The Dial. 
 The journal’s most famous inclusion is the serialized version of James 
Joyce’s novel Ulysses, which eventually led to the first of the Ulysses lawsuits in 
the USA, and The Little Review lost (recall here the serial publication of 
Joyce’s A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man in The Egoist as well). The 
Society for the Suppression of Vice sued Margaret Anderson and Jane Heap 
for publishing and distributing Joyce’s novel, which the government 
considered pornographic, and both women were eventually fined after the 
trial. At the same time, the journal agitated in the USA for the right of 
women to vote, which was eventually granted in 1920. 
 As you review the various issues of the journal, try to consider how the 
format differs from the kind of experimental typography found in BLAST and 
what familiar names appear (Eliot, Pound, Joyce, Lewis, and so forth). You 
will also notice authors mentioned in our Study Guide appearing in the pages 
of The Little Review, such as Gertrude Stein, the Futurist Mina Loy, and 
William Butler Yeats, the Irish poet and agitator for Irish independence from 
British colonial rule (which only occurred in 1922). Also, you should give 
attention to the perspective the journal generally puts forward in its editorials. 
This will give you a good idea of the outlook of the time period as well as the 





Our modern generation often pays more attention to film than print materials, 
but film was still a relatively new medium for mass public consumption and 
distribution in the 1920s. Metropolis was the Avatar of its day, being both the 
most expensive film ever made (at the time) and an enormous success 
internationally. Like BLAST and The Little Review, Metropolis is explicitly 
political and agitates for social change.  
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 The combination of Art Deco architecture, Futurist imagery, and a 
plot based on class warfare and labor organization was stunning for 
contemporary audiences. It is also important to remember that the 
contemporary audience was, first and foremost, within the struggling Weimar 
Republic prior to the rise of Nazism. This was the period known for German 
Expressionist Cinema, such as the cubist Das Cabinet Der Dr. Caligari (1920), 
which means social critiques were widespread yet tightly constrained. For 
Fritz Lang, who directed the film (and went on to later direct 21 films for 
Hollywood, mainly in the film noir genre), these politics were contentious. He 
co-wrote the film with his wife, Thea von Harbou, but six years later they 
divorced, in part due to her increasing sympathies for the Nazis that had 
coincided with her and Lang’s separation in 1931 (Lang’s family heritage was 
Jewish, though he was a Catholic). Lang’s 1933 film Das Testament des Dr. 
Mabuse was banned by the Nazis (he used phrases from Nazi speeches for 
dialogue of the criminal protagonist), and he fled Germany the same evening 
Joseph Goebbels summoned him to his office to explain the ban as well as his 
own deep admiration of Metropolis. Lang could never separate Metropolis from 
the revision it was given under Nazi ideology as well as his ex-wife’s staunch 
support for Adolf Hitler and production of Nazi propaganda. Lang later 
considered the theme of the heart mediating between the head (planners) and 
the hands (the workers) to be simplistic, although he never repudiated its 
Marxist connotations, and his later films for Hollywood exalt working class 
values. Lang’s own background was largely working class. Lang moved to 
California in 1936 and became a naturalized American citizen in 1939. 
 When it was first released, the revolutionary theme of Metropolis was 
considered far too radical to allow its distribution in an uncensored form. In 
Germany, it faced significant cuts to content, much of which damaged the 
flow of the narrative and eliminated some characters entirely. The same 
occurred when the film was released in the USA where it also faced significant 
censorship due to its “radical” content and social critique. It was considered 
too subversive and too Marxist, and the general worry was that at a time of 
significant labor unrest, it could perhaps incite workers to unionize or revolt. 
These cuts remained in every distribution of the film until largely uncut copies 
of the film were discovered in 2008 in Argentina as well as New Zealand and 
Australia. By relying on the Argentine copy with some substitutions from the 
New Zealand and Australian copies, the film was restored in 2010 with only 8 
minutes of content lost due to degradation of the film. The legacy of this 
censorship has influenced critical reactions to the film over the past 80 years, 




Charlie Chaplin shaped American cinema in a manner akin to Lang’s 
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influence on the German, although Chaplin’s career slowed quickly after 
World War II. Chaplin was born and raised in Britain, where the film 
industry thrived until the Second World War, but he instead moved to 
America when he was twenty and began his career in Hollywood. Modern 
Times (1936) was the final film with Chaplin’s widely beloved character “The 
Tramp,” who combined slapstick comedy with a gritty social commentary that 
publicized the plight of immigrant and working-class communities. Notably, 
officials and institutions of power are, in Chaplin’s films, bumbling and 
ineffective –  this in combination with the Tramp’s appeal to workers and 
immigrants reveals the subversive socialist politics that Chaplin supported. 
Hence, Chaplin’s comedies appealed both to the public at large as well as to 
the avant-garde artists and authors writing in the pages of BLAST and The 
Little Review. In effect, it is high-brow and low-brow in one work. 
 In Modern Times, Chaplin critiques the working and social conditions 
people faced during the Great Depression, which Chaplin regarded as a 
natural outcome of the capitalist mechanization of labor. In this respect, the 
alienated condition of the workers is akin to the “dead land” T.S. Eliot 
describes in The Waste Land. It is also kindred to, though less overtly 
revolutionary than, Lang’s Metropolis. Modern Times was the first overtly 
political film for Chaplin, and its critique of industrialized capitalism both 
gained it sympathy among the film-going public and condemnation by the 
film industry and several political leaders. The film was also controversial for 
being mainly silent, even though the film industry had become predominantly 
“talkies” or sound films. It was Chaplin’s final silent film (though it does 
contain some sound and talking), and his later works were all with sound 
recording. 
 Chaplin’s support for the working class did not sit well with authority, 
and his labor sympathies were noticed by government. However, this did not 
create difficulties for him until after World War II. His later film The Great 
Dictator had an overtly sympathetic portrayal of Jewish communities, and its 
unflinching satire of Fascism led many critics to believe it would be banned. 
Chaplin was preparing it during the lead up to the Second World War, and 
with the British entrance to the war while Chaplin was editing the film, its 
distribution was ensured –  this commercial influence on media should be 
considered when watching both Modern Times and Metropolis. That is, 
political and economic influences on distribution and market access also 
directly impact both what films can be produced and whether or not they 
move from filming to production and to theatres. For The Great Dictator, 
which gives a more overtly political response to many of the same themes as 
we find in Modern Times, appeasement of the Axis powers had led many other 
nations to agree to ban the film prior to its release. The positive representation 
of Jews was controversial in both the USA and Britain at the time, but the 
critique of Fascism ensured its distribution and commercial success. 
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 Chaplin’s own politics were associated with Fabian Socialism, 
antiauthoritarian values, and a variety of democratic socialist groups and 
figures. In this, he was similar to the British novelist George Orwell. The 
importance of these views to Modern Times stand out clearly. However, 
Orwell’s socialist views were not accepted by the American authorities. In the 
late 1940s, as McCarthyism grew, Chaplin was accused of communist 
sympathies by J. Edgar Hoover, perhaps in part based on Chaplin’s advocacy 
of a second front in the War in Europe to support the USA’s Soviet allies 
(recall the opening historical section of this Study Guide). During a brief trip 
to England in 1952, Chaplin’s American residency and ability to re-enter the 
country was revoked at Hoover’s instructions. From this point forward, 
Chaplin resided primarily in Switzerland for another 25 years until his death. 
In fact, he was most closely aligned politically with authors such as H.G. 
Wells and George Bernard Shaw who were part of the Fabian Socialist 
movement, the same group behind the modern Labour Party in Britain (most 
recently led in government by Tony Blair and Gordon Brown). His 
radicalism, which led to his ejection from the USA, is now relatively common. 
 
Questions for Self-Review 
 
1. How do form and content relate to each other in BLAST? 
2. How is Chaplin’s comic Tramp character modernist? Is there a 
continuity with Joyce and Eliot? 
3. Professor Antliff discusses Picasso’s painting Guernica as modernist 
and cubist art but in a political context. Do similar ideas relate to 
BLAST or Metropolis?  
4. How does Modern Times differ in form from Metropolis? 
5. How do professors Antliff and Macfarlane change your vision of the 
politics of 1920s and 30s film and art magazines? 
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1. To describe the distinctions between metonymy, metaphor, and 
synecdoche.  
2. To distinguish the differences between stream of consciousness and 
what the reader can know. 
3. To demonstrate increasing ‘close reading’ (or New Critical) skills that 
are essential for poetry but can be equally important to reading prose. 





Gifford, James. “Lecture –  Jacob’s Room.” Fairleigh Dickinson University, 
Vancouver, BC. 2007. Web. http://tinyurl.com/ycedypxe 
 





Virginia Woolf has become one of the most widely read of modernist 
novelists, both for her success with experimental forms as well as for her social 
commentary. Her long essay-cum-book A Room of One’s Own was for many 
years a standard part of FDU’s Core Curriculum, her novels inspired the 
Michael Cunningham’s novel and the subsequent film The Hours, and her 
works were translated and adapted by other authors, such as of Jorge Luis 
Borges of Argentina (himself a major modernist writer of the Modernismo 
tradition in South America). Woolf’s influence on the later responses to 
Modernism is profound, as is her contribution to social and political thought. 
 However, this was not always the case. Woolf was not as widely 
regarded during his career as were Joyce and Eliot, and her major works 
appeared after the annus mirabilis of Modernism: 1922. Jacob’s Room is her 
first formally inventive novel. Her previous two novels, The Voyage Out and 
Night & Day, were more traditional in form and technique, and her friend 
T.S. Eliot immediately noticed the sudden transformation Woolf undertook 











publication by the Woolfs’s Hogarth Press: “It seems to me that you have 
bridged a certain gap which existed be between your other novels and the 
experimental prose of Monday or Tuesday [her short story collection of 1919] 
and that you have made a remarkable success” (221). Eliot’s comments came 
only days after the first American publication of his poem The Waste Land, for 
which the Woolfs would publish the first edition that included the 
complicated “Notes” section discussed in Unit 4. Woolf and her husband 
Leonard published the first British book edition of Eliot’s poem nine months 
later in a limited print run of 450 copies for which the type was set by hand by 
Woolf herself for Hogarth Press. For these reasons, several of the authors in 
this network are referred to collectively as the Bloomsbury Group, named for 
the London neighborhood in which many of them lived and they frequently 
met. 
Jacob’s Room was published in the same year as Eliot’s The Waste Land 
and Joyce’s Ulysses. Moreover, the relationship between Jacob’s Room and 
Joyce’s earlier A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man is easily detected 
(Lawrence 381), as is Woolf’s integration of stream of consciousness methods. 
The latter means that while Jacob’s Room is the briefest novel in this course, it 
is also likely to require the most reading time and attention. The skills you 
have developed through Wilde, Joyce, and Eliot will now be needed as you 
move through Woolf. 
 
Consciousness and Metonymy 
 
A number of preparatory remarks are needed to begin the novel. Woolf is the 
first author in this course to focus her narrative on a protagonist of the 
opposite sex, and this leads her to the interesting situation of constructing a 
novel around Jacob in which his own thoughts do not figure as prominently as 
those of others, in particular the thoughts of females. Jane Austen famously 
avoided private conversations between men in her novels for the simple reason 
that she had not witnessed them – Woolf adopts a similar avoidance while 
developing Jacob as her protagonist. 
This is most poignantly evident in the closing scene of the novel in 
which Jacob’s old shoes metonymically stand in for Jacob himself. This 
substitution by metonymy, in which one thing stands in for another (such as a 
flag for a nation or a crown for a monarch), is a recurring theme in the novel 
as a whole. The related technique of synecdoche, in which a part stands in for 
a whole (such as a prow for a ship or trigger for a gun), is also common in the 
novel. It is a form of substitution. Much like with James Joyce’s protagonist 
Stephen Daedalus, our attention is frequently restricted to the perspective of a 
single character’s frame of reference. Yet, through metonymy and synecdoche, 
Woolf broadens the scope of the novel and gives her readers access to 
information beyond the mental frame of a single character. The British 
novelist David Lodge has perhaps outlined this productive use of metonymy 
and synecdoche in Modernism as a whole better than any other critic (Lodge 
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481–496). His simple example leads him to more complex repercussions: “in 
the sentence ‘A hundred keels ploughed the waves,’ keels is a synecdoche 
meaning ships, derived from the contiguity of ships and keels, and ploughed is a 
metaphor derived from a perceived similarity between the movements of ships 
and ploughs” (483). For Lodge, the tension between metaphor and metonymy 
(or synecdoche) defines a crucial tension of modernist fiction, and his essay 
even concludes by drawing from the ending of Woolf’s novel To the Lighthouse 
in which she vacillates between using the Lighthouse itself as a metaphor or a 
metonym. 
 Perhaps the most striking instance of this type of displacement occurs 
in the first section of Chapter VII, in which Jacob’s sexual encounter with the 
young art student Florinda (Woolf’s sister was also an art student) is described 
in terms that relate only the objects in Jacob’s room rather than to either actor 
in the scene. The reader moves from Jacob’s mother, Mrs. Flanders, to the 
letter she has written to her son describing a range of domestic trivialities 
including chicken breeds and the varieties of wool for knitting (Woolf 71). 
However, by metonymically allowing for this letter to represent the maternal 
relationship between mother and son (just as the “White House” might 
represent the entire American government or a specific administration), the 
reader is able to move beyond the stream of consciousness limitations to Mrs. 
Flanders’s perspective. Consider how the various objects in Jacob’s room 
function as metonyms in this important passage in the novel: 
 
The letter lay upon the hall table; Florinda coming in that night took 
it up with her, put it on the table as she kissed Jacob, and Jacob seeing 
the hand, left it there under the lamp, between the biscuit tin and the 
tobacco-box. They shut the bedroom door behind them. 
 The sitting room neither knew nor cared…. But if the pale 
blue envelope lying by the biscuit-box had the feelings of a mother, the 
heart was torn by the little creak, the sudden stir. (78-79) 
 
The scene as a whole, across the two paragraphs, shows the function of 
metonymy and synecdoche across the novel as a whole. The letter stands in for 
the mother just as the “little creak, the sudden stir” stand in for Jacob’s sexual 
experiences.  
 Moreover, as Lodge would assert, the metaphorical displaces the 
metonymic in Modernism in general, and this is precisely how Woolf sets up 
her novel. She returns to metaphor immediately after the section break 
following the scene above –  the section break being a “gap” that is noted by 
Edward Bishop in his discussion of the important of “the spatial silence, the 
white space of the gaps on the page” (“Mind” 303). After the letter’s “heart 
was [metonymically] broken by the little creak, the sudden stir” (Woolf 79), 
Woolf changes the letter from the mother into a metaphor: “Let us consider 
letters –  how they come at breakfast, and at night, with their yellow stamps 











envelope upon another’s table is to realize how soon deeds sever and become 
alien” (79). This inevitably leads to Jacob’s defeat a page later when he is 
walking one evening: “Then he saw her turning up Greek Street upon another 
man’s arm” (81). The empty space on the page after this sentence shows the 
absence of Woolf’s commentary on Jacob’s interior thoughts and feelings, 
despite the obvious suggestion that he is experiencing a good deal of feeling 
and thought at this moment, perhaps even a paroxysm of feeling and thought. 
As Bishop points out in his article on the gaps between section breaks in 
Jacob’s Room, the “gaps are essential, and if they are to be truly productive in 
engaging the audience, they must be more than merely visual cues like 
paragraph indents” (“Mind” 304) since Woolf herself commented “that 
[Lawrence] Sterne is a ‘forerunner of the moderns’ because of his ‘interest in 
silence rather than in speech,’ which makes us ‘consult our own minds’ (CE i 
98)” (Bishop, “Mind” 304). For our reading, this means we should be aware of 
the textual gaps between scenes or the unspoken answers to questions just as 
we should be aware of the tension between metonymy and metaphor. 
 Ultimately, the novel asks the reader to figure Jacob Flanders 
metonymically for his generation, the generation of young men who died in 
the First World War (on Flanders fields) yet continued to appear in society 
through metonymic substitutes. The generation of young men might have 
perished, yet their cenotaphs and memorials continued to appear in the post-
war cities. Both France and England, after World War I, simultaneously 
entombed unknown soldiers in Westminster Abbey and l’Arc de Triomphe on 
11 November 1920. This metonym, however, must expand to the 
metaphorical, and Jacob’s empty rooms and abandoned objects do not simply 
stand in for him but suggest that life after World War I was (metaphorically) 
an empty room with much confusion, no life around which to create meaning, 
and an uncertain future. 
 
The Room in Jacob’s Room 
 
Since we have good access to Woolf’s drafts and manuscripts for Jacob’s Room 
(and our edition includes selections of Bishop’s transcription of the 
manuscripts), a number of critical questions can be posed that might 
otherwise not come to light. For instance, to what degree are Jacob’s actual 
rooms a unifying trope in the novel? Was the novel purely dedicated to formal 
experimentation, or do the resemblances between Jacob and the famous war 
poet Rupert Brooke (who died in World War I) and Woolf’s brother Thoby 
Stephen (who died of typhoid contracted while in Greece) both of suggest a 
social commentary and personal difficulty on Woolf’s part to engage 
emotionally in the novel, and hence her retreat to objects and metonymy? 
For instance, as Bishop notes, “The draft [of the novel in Woolf’s 
manuscripts] records a gradual and often very groping process of discovery as 
both the subject matter and the form evolve together” (“Shaping” 116).  His 




is that Woolf is using rooms as an index of characters; Jacob’s [room] is 
not the first singled out. In fact the lyrical passage that introduces 
Jacob’s room at Cambridge, “The feathery white moon never let the 
sky grow dark…” (i, 36) appears again at the opening of a section 
which deals with a young woman in her room at Newnham College. 
(116) 
 
Woolf was already familiar with Newnham College, a woman’s college, which 
was only the second that would admit women to the University of Cambridge 
beginning in 1871 (the first was Girton College in 1869). Both colleges were 
comparatively poor in comparison to the male colleges, and they were further 
from the center of the University, which meant female students would lose a 
larger portion of their day from studies to walking or transport in comparison 
to men. Woolf chose to use both Girton College and Newnham College, and 
her lectures at them, as the basis for her 1928 work A Room of One’s Own, 
(which until 2015 all FDU students read  as part of the University Core, 
typically the first and final chapters excerpted from the short book as a whole). 
As Bishop elaborates, “Jacob’s room is filled with clues to his character –  
books and pictures and his essay in progress on the table –  but he himself is 
absent and he remains elusive,” and is it more surprising for readers to realized 
that this moment in the text was originally designed to contrast with a second 
female protagonist who was studying at the same time and at the same 
university as Jacob (116). Ultimately, Woolf chose not to include this material 
in the novel but did publish it as a work on its own in 1926 titled “A Woman’s 
College from Outside.” That the same phrase describing the room appears in 
her drafts for both rooms shows that Woolf was conceiving a critique of the 
gender inequities in the education system when she first envisioned the novel, 
but she subsequently dropped this approach in order to focus on the 
limitations placed on Jacob by his gender and his eventual involvement in the 
First World War. 
 
The Unconscious and Symptomatic Texts 
 
Understanding Woolf’s works is complicated by the fact that she was also 
intimately involved in the first translations and publications of Sigmund 
Freud’s works in English. Her youngest brother Adrian Stephen was also one 
of the first psychoanalysts in Britain, training under Ernest Jones. Although 
Woolf does not invite her readers to psychoanalyze her characters, she does 
manipulate the distinction between a character’s thoughts and the same 
character’s unknown or unconscious motivations and desires. This distinction 
between what a character thinks and what the reader might recognize appears 
at several points in the novel –  the invitation is for the reader to view some 
actions or objects as symptoms of an underlying motivation of which the 
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character appears to remain unaware. As with metonymy, one thing stands in 
for another. 
 This process stands out perhaps most overtly in the marriage proposal 
that Mrs. Flanders receives in a letter from the Rev. Andrew Floyd. When she 
receives the letter, we as readers can observe her spoken comments to Rebecca, 
but we do not have access to her thoughts, even though her experience in this 
moment is the focus of our readerly attention: 
 
 “Mr. Floyd brought it himself, did he?—I think the cheese 
must be in the parcel in the hall—oh, in the hall—” for she was 
reading…. 
 “Yes, enough for the fish-cakes to-morrow certainly—Perhaps 
Captain Barfoot—” she had come to the word “love.”… Up and down 
went her breast… She shook her head and was looking through her 
tears at the little shifting leaves against the yellow sky when three 
geese… scuttled across the lawn with Johnny behind them, 
brandishing a stick. 
 Mrs. Flanders flushed with anger. 
 “How many times have I told you?” she cried, and seized him 
and snatched his stick away from him. (13) 
 
This scene is symptomatic in a number of intriguing ways that stand out more 
clearly when juxtaposed with the next section of the novel that follows after a 
gap in the page. First, notice how we as readers do not have access to Mrs. 
Flanders’ thoughts until they turn to anger, even though this anger contradicts 
the external impressions we are given of her emotions. Her external tears and 
deep breaths are contrasted with the phallic stick she snatches away and her 
anger. The impression is that a transformation has occurred in Mrs. Flanders 
to which we are not granted access, and only once she has solidified her 
emotions into anger (for whatever personal reason we are not told) are we 
offered the omniscient narrator’s description of her mental state. 
 This confusion and presumed inability of Mrs. Flanders to observe her 
own reasoning and emotions in this moment appears immediately afterward 
when she looks at the cat given to her family by Rev. Floyd (each boy is given 
a sexually suggestive gift, such as a phallic paper-knife or the wildly sexual 
poetical works of Lord Byron, with the exception of the youngest who takes a 
kitten). The kitten, in the new time frame after the section break (Woolf 15), 
is seen by her in a highly peculiar description that suggests the reader ought to 
return to Mrs. Flanders’ moment of anger and reexamine it afresh: 
 
 “Poor Topaz,” she said (for Mr. Floyd’s kitten was now a very 
old cat, a little mangy behind the ears, and one of these days would 
have to be killed). 
 “Poor old Topaz,” said Mrs. Flanders, as he stretched himself 
out in the sun, and she smiled, thinking how she had had him gelded, 
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and how she did not like red hair in men. Smiling, she went into the 
kitchen. (15) 
 
The combination of “killed,” “smiled,” and “gelded” (castrated) reconfigures 
Mrs. Flanders’ earlier motherly response to Rev. Floyd via letter. Our readerly 
understanding, which is distinct from the access we are given to her thoughts, 
suggest that violence, castration, and usurping of power play a role in her 
feelings. What is important for how we approach the novel as readers, 
however, is that we are made forcefully aware of a significant gap or distance 
between what a character can recognize in his or her own thoughts and what 
we as readers are able to recognize as an external observer. 
 
 
Questions for Self-Review 
 
1. How do form and content relate to each other in Jacob’s Room? 
2. In what ways is Woolf modeling her novel on Joyce’s A Portrait of the 
Artist as a Young Man, and in what ways is she developing forward 
from Joyce’s initial innovations? 
3. Do gaps or aporias in the novel matter as much as the actual text, as 
Bishop argues? 
4. Is there a cinematic quality to Woolf’s novel, its scene changes, and its 
focus on objects or landscapes? If so, compare it to one of the films 
watched in the previous Unit. If not, contrast it. 
5. How does gender figure differently in Woolf’s novel in contrast to 
Joyce’s? 
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Ernest Hemingway: Unit 7  







1. To recognize textual compression in prose. 
2. Identify examples of Hemingway’s “iceberg” method of writing.  
3. Recognize Hemingway’s blurring of explicit and implicit meaning. 
4. To show developing ‘close reading’ (or New Critical) skills that are 
essential for poetry but can be equally important to reading prose. 
5. To discuss the importance of gender and masculinity to Modernism 
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Ernest Hemingway has become the major voice of American modernist prose 
and is popularly understood as embodying the epitome of rugged American 
masculinity. At the same time, he is among the most difficult authors we will 
read for separating his public profile from his actual texts. After Hemingway’s 
death, several of his works were published posthumously, and these 
profoundly changed the way scholars approach his works. His “manly men” 
and “rugged style” of his early works suddenly “made it new” again as they 
were replaced by gender bending and amorphous characters in his 
posthumous fiction. This made scholars rethink his earlier novels and 
recognize his subtle critiques of patriarchal masculinity and capitalist 
exchange. For example, in his most famous work, the novel The Sun Also Rises, 
his protagonist Jake (notice the continuity of names with in our time) has been 
castrated or made impotent due to an injury during World War I, so he 
replaces his sexuality with his money clip and performs an ironical image of 
masculine domination that the novel symbolizes in the bull fights. In 
retrospect, scholars began to recognize in Hemingway’s work a deeply critical 











war and gender norms to economic power and racism. 
 One of the most useful elements of in our time is its enormous 
compression of materials into vignettes that express the wartime and post-war 
moment in which it was written. Because the text has a very complex history 
(as we saw with Joyce’s A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man), we have many 
opportunities to see Hemingway’s excisions and craft at work. First we must 
recognize that we are reading only one version of this text. It was preceded by 
another version in 1923 and followed by many subsequent expansions from 
1925 through the late 1930s. Hemingway continued to alter the materials to 
emphasize different political themes or to polish technical or stylistic 
innovations. The “Introduction” to your text emphasizes much of this process 
and should guide your readings. 
 Hemingway is a far more difficult author than the simplicity of his 
prose suggests. This is, in many respects, the greatest challenge and the 
greatest reward for reading Hemingway – he is both extremely easy and 
extremely difficult. The contrast lies between his clear and simple prose versus 
his unstated or implicit interests. This leads many readers to assume they’ve 
“understood” Hemingway by simply reading him. Before we consider 
Hemingway in his social context, we must first recognize how he trains us to 





During the First World War, Hemingway (1899–1961) served in the Red 
Cross as an ambulance driver in Italy. He was badly wounded in the Italian 
front lines and had shrapnel wounds in both legs, which left him in hospital 
for six months, although he was not permanently injured from these wounds. 
After the war, in 1921, he began serving The Toronto Star (newspaper) as the 
foreign correspondent for Paris. There he met Sylvia Beach, Ezra Pound, 
Gertrude Stein, Pablo Picasso, and many other modernists. Many of these 
biographical experiences are echoed in in our time, including his love affair 
with Agnes von Kurowsky, the nurse who helped him to recover but 
subsequently broke off their engagement. 
 This time period after the First World War was also marked by 
unstable exchange rates, which often gave the American dollar a great 
advantage in Europe – a casually working American who had a modest but 
reliable salary in American dollars could live quite well in France. Many 
American writers took advantage of this, and the “Americans in Paris” 
moment arrived. Many writers from Canada and the USA moved to Paris or 







Hemingway used what he called the “iceberg” technique or his “theory of 
omission.” This is a stylistic device in which the emotional center or crux of 
the narrative is missing, yet “the omitted parts of the tale may generate the 
core feeling of the text” (Stoneback 4). Like an iceberg, this means that only a 
tiny tip of the “iceberg” (the emotional substance of the story) is visible to 
readers who nonetheless realize that the large body of the iceberg is invisible 
below the water level. Said another way, the emotional weight of the story is 
below the surface or is implicit rather than explicit. Readers may think of this 
in particularly difficult emotional conversations in real life, outside of the text 
– how often do we avoid speaking directly of something that is emotionally 
important, even while discussing it with other people who understand the 
topic? By introducing his readers to characters who are discussing such 
emotionally intense materials, Hemingway guides us to read more attentively 
and carefully, even while he is careful to craft his prose in a manner that is 
extremely precise and clear. 
 This technique is very common in Hemingway’s works. His story 
“Hills Like White Elephants” consists of a discussion between two lovers who 
are contemplating an abortion, yet the topic is never explicitly broached – 
instead, their indirect conversation and the landscape described in the story 
tell the reader about their emotional challenges and decisions. Jake’s war 
wound is another such “iceberg.” There are many other such moments in his 
novels and short stories, and it is the defining technique of in our time. 
 
Omissions in the Vignettes 
 
Many scenes from in our time: The 1924 Text demonstrate Hemingway’s 
“theory of omission” while at the same time linking and juxtaposing concepts 
we might otherwise not connect. The most prominent “iceberg” in the 
collection of vignettes is in “chapter 10” – this may also be seen as the central 
chapter to the collection. The story is much like Hemingway’s own love affair 
with Agnes von Kurowsky, and the woman named “Ag” in this story is 
renamed when she appears in the subsequent version of In Our Time in 1925 
and after. We see her “Dear John” letter breaking off her engagement to marry 
him (we assume this male character is Nick who was injured in “chapter 7” 
since he is given the name in later versions of In Our Time), but we do not see 
Nick’s reaction. We may assume that he is emotionally distraught, but we only 
see an external manifestation: “A short time after he contracted gonorrhea 
from a sales girl from The Fair riding in a taxicab through Lincoln Park” (15). 
What does this tell us about Nick? Did he have sex with the “sales girl” as a 
way of proving his masculinity after being injured by Ag breaking off their 
engagement to be married? Is this somehow typical of masculinity (matadors, 
soldiers, mobsters, police) as it appear in the collection of stories? Is this a 
healthy response by Nick, or is it a symptom of his experiences, just as other 
soldiers experience symptoms after the war (what we today might call “post-











shock”)? We are not actually told any of these things, but the symptoms of all 
of them are prominent, so we know as readers that such emotional processes 
and inner thoughts are going on in in our time, even if we do not have access 
to explicit descriptions or reports of them. This is like knowing there is a tree 
between you and the horizon because you can see its shadow, even if you 
cannot see the tree itself. We have only the outward manifestations of inner 
lives, and this marks an “outward turn” in Modernism (look for more on this 
in the next Unit). 
Other examples will take us in some new directions, but a reader could 
easily expand on the central “chapter 10” in the same way. For example, in 
“chapter 17” when Sam Cardinella is hanged, we see his actions and those of 
the people around him, but we do not actually have any access to his thoughts, 
feelings, or fears – this is a striking contrast against Woolf and Joyce whose 
novels thrived on stream of consciousness. The only direct reference to 
feelings or emotions comes when the text tells the reader “Three of the men to 
be hanged were negroes. They were very frightened” (Hemingway 23), yet we 
do not have the same description of the two other men being hanged, whom 
we assume are white, one of whom is Sam Cardinella, who appears to be very 
afraid. You may remember the fear in “chapter 1” as well when the soldiers are 
“fifty kilometers from the front” but are still so worried about being seen that 
they put out their kitchen fire, and also the soldier praying to Jesus for safety 
in “chapter 8,” who is obviously terrified but at the same time unable to admit 
this to himself or anyone else (and who deals with his fears in much the same 
way as Nick deals with his sadness, by going to a brothel). 
 Another “iceberg” in the collection comes in “chapter 2” when the 
“kid” matador kills five bulls and then “sat down in the sand and puked and 
they held a cape over him” (6). We do not have access to his emotional state, 
but we must assume that some combination of exhaustion and disgust 
overcomes him – at the least, we are made aware by his being sick that he is in 
distress. This omitted description of his emotional state is, just like the linked 
fear in “chapter 1” and “chapter 17” (among several others), then linked by the 
cape hiding the view of his “unmanly” puking to the blanket in the very next 
“chapter 3.” In it, “There was a woman having a kid with a young girl holding 
a blanket over her and crying. Scared sick looking at it” (7). We don’t get to 
see what is happening behind the blanket, just like the audience in the 
bullfight doesn’t see the sickness under the beautiful cape. The omission, 
however, draws our attention. Both scenes are “sick” either with the “kid” 
matador vomiting or the woman giving birth to a “kid” with the young girl is 
“scared sick” – remember as well that Nick in the central “chapter 10” has the 
same experience, and he “felt sick about saying good-bye like that” (15) to Ag. 
They are all sick, and they are all hidden from us, which means they have 
something in common that we are being prompted toward. 
 These omissions may also, because they can draw attention, be called 
an “aporia,” which means a noticeable gap. When many of these aporias string 
together or create links, we have new questions posed to us as readers. For 
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example, with those above, is there a link between the manliness of the blood 
sport in bull fighting (we see the bull fighter dying in later chapters), the 
evacuees from the scene of warfare in Smyrna, and the deaths of soldiers in 
“chapter 4” and “chapter 5”? These are all caught up in combat and fear, even 
if they differ in location and cause. Likewise, we have in the hanging of Sam 
Cardinella (based on the real-life Chicago mobster Sam Cardinelli) a 
racialized description of the men being executed – do these “negroes” and 
Cardinella link to the other racist descriptions in “chapter 9” of “wops” (a slur 
for Italians)? Do the police in these two chapters link out further when we 
recall that the men the police shoot in “chapter 9” are actually Hungarians, 
and they are followed by the Hungarian in “chapter 11” who is “in jail near 
Sion”? Do we infer that he is being treated in the same way, almost certainly 
being tortured for his political activities or executed? Do we link this further 
by comparing the two execution scenes in the collection, with the Greek 
ministers after the war being shot (one of whom is “sick” with typhoid) and 
the hangings? Are those legal executions, sanction by law and the state, meant 
to be compared to the shootings of soldiers in “chapter 4” and “chapter 5” 
during combat? If they call out for comparison, what is Hemingway’s purpose 
in comparing (or even equating) murders, executions, and warfare with a 
blood sport? If they appear to be in some way similar to each other, we must 
be quite disturbed by this. More still, are we the readers meant to be 
compared to the audience of the bullfight or the civilians observing the war 
from a safe distance or the witnesses to the executions? None of us have to 
look directly at that which would upset us… 
 The only certainty we have from Hemingway’s theory of omission is 
that we the readers must be very active, especially when the text appears to be 
the simplest and when we have the least access to the inner lives of the 
characters. We must also ask how the shift to the external world and material 
actions marks a difference from the inner turn and mental lives we have seen 
so far in Modernism. Hemingway may be dismissing those interior views of 
his peers, or he may be simply offering a different way of observing them. It is 
up to us to connect the white horse of “chapter 12” on its knees to the dead 
matador Maera (22) and the sick Greek minister kneeling at his execution 
(10) or even the exhausted bull kneeling before being slaughtered (19) and 
Sam Cardinella who cannot stand (23). And if we can find a similarity by 
comparing them, we must be ready to confront social change. 
 
Questions for Self-Review 
 
1. How do form and content relate to each other in in our time? 
2. Do gaps or aporias in the novel matter in the same way as they did in 
Woolf’s Jacob’s Room or has something changed? 
3. How do race and gender function in in our time? Is Hemingway 
sincere or ironic when he discusses gender and race? 
4. Is Hemingway portraying a “good” image of the American Dream? 
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5. How does the absence of something communicate information in in 
our time? 
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Lawrence Durrell: Unit 8  






1. To describe the concept of Late Modernism. 
2. To recognize that Modernism occurred in a variety of locations and 
times, and hence, postcolonial criticism overlaps with it. 
3. To relate international, racial, and imperial, and colonial discourses 
with those we have encountered in Modernism. 
4. To describe the influence of the modernists on the generation of 
authors who came of age during the Second World War. 





Durrell, Lawrence. Panic Spring: A Romance. 1937. Ed. James Gifford. 
Victoria: ELS Editions, 2008. Print. 
 





This final Unit takes our readings beyond the typical end point for 
Modernism: 1928 or at best 1934. Many older modernist scholars prefer not 
to pursue “Modernism” beyond any hint of World War II even though many 
of the authors we have read continued to be very active well beyond this date – 
in fact, Woolf, Eliot, and Lewis published some of their major works after 
1939, and Joyce published his last major novel in that year. Much recent 
research has been dedicated to this notion of “Late Modernism,” including 
Tyrus Miller’s Late Modernism, Marina MacKay’s Modernism & World War II, 
and Robert Genter’s Late Modernism: Art, Culture, & Politics in Cold War 
America. Other scholars, like Jean-François Lyotard, have argued that 
postmodernism is largely a late development of Modernism itself. By 
advancing to 1937, we also become aware of how the so-called “High 
Modernists” (those whose careers began during and immediately following the 
First World War) influenced the generation that followed during World War 










1930s faced a much different social situation, and unlike the modernists, many 
were drafted for the Second World War and could not take up positions of 
editorial or intellectual authority after the war ended. They were also much 
more likely to be antiauthoritarian in contrast with the flirtation with Fascism 
that still haunts the literary reputations of many of the High Modernists 
(Pound, Lewis, Eliot, and Marinetti, to name only a handful). 
 Lawrence Durrell was part of this Late Modernist generation, and his 
first novel appeared in 1935 followed by two more in 1937 and 1938, the last 
of which was his most experimental, The Black Book. Durrell’s influence on 
later avant-garde writers of the 1960s and after is widely acknowledged, 
ranging from Julio Cortázar, Michael Ondaatje, Andre Brink, and Thomas 
Pynchon, to M.G. Vassanji (Sligh 118–132; Maynard 66–74; Peirce 23–29; 
and Gifford 28–43). Moreover, evidence for Durrell’s development from High 
Modernism is also abundant, especially that which has an urban theme. T.S. 
Eliot was Durrell’s poetry editor at the publishing house Faber & Faber, and 
Eliot was also his friend. Durrell also lectured on James Joyce’s Ulysses at 
CaltTech. His views on modernist poetry are made very clear from his lectures 
while in Argentina, later published as A Key to Modern British Poetry. In those 
lectures, he dedicates a chapter to Eliot’s The Waste Land and gives significant 
attention to William Empson and Ezra Pound. Durrell is, in this way, a key 
author bridging the tropes of High Modernism and Late Modernism, and he 
negotiates the shifting trends between the early and late literary movements of 
the twentieth century, with many calling him a postmodern writer for the last 




Born in Jullunder, India, of parents who were born in India, Durrell’s 
childhood was built in a nation where he was never welcomed. This began his 
lifelong ambivalent affiliations between nations. He was sent “home” to 
England for his education, which created a rift between his imagined Father 
England and Mother India – this trope first appears in his autobiographical 
first novel, Pied Piper of Lovers. Durrell was born in 1912 and raised in India, 
sent to England in 1923 by a family that had never seen this “home,” and then 
settled in Greece in 1935 until he was evacuated to Egypt via Crete during the 
Nazi invasion in World War II (Durrell, “Airgraph” 213). After time in 
Egypt, Greece, Argentina, Yugoslavia, and Cyprus, he finally settled in 
Southern France for the last thirty years of his life. Moreover, Durrell was 
“refused British citizenship” in 1966 in an attempt to “reduc[e] immigration 
to Britain from India, Pakistan and the West Indies” (Ezard n.pag). More 
specifically, Durrell was denied free right of access to Britain under 
amendments to the Commonwealth Immigrants Act 1962, and he had to 
apply for a visa for each entry. This placed him in the difficult position of 
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having been a career British civil servant and an awarded British author 
without having the rights of a British citizen. He was by definition a non-
patrial without the right to enter or settle, and this is a fact he never made 
public. 
 While race and perhaps ethnicity may not have contributed to 
Durrell’s exile from the center of empire (though his Anglo-Indian accent 
surely did), Durrell served in the British Diplomatic Corps yet was alienated 
from the metropolitan center of empire. His first novel, Pied Piper of Lovers, 
recounts his childhood in rural India and his teenage return “home” to urban 
London before once again escaping the city for the countryside. However, he 
chose to recast his protagonist, Walsh Clifton, as racially Anglo-Indian with 
an Indian/Burmese mother, and his childhood in India dominates the novel – 
for our readings, this is the same character Walsh in Panic Spring, so his 
previous appearance as an autobiographical stand-in for Durrell himself 
should help our reading. This racial distinction for Walsh (but not Durrell 
himself), being Anglo-Indian, reveals Durrell’s intentions in a book that is 
otherwise autobiographical to such a degree that many scholars have failed to 
adequately distinguish between Walsh as a fictional character and Durrell 
himself. This revision of himself as racially distinct from the British marks 
Durrell’s ambiguity with regard to his ancestral home, and he is adamant in 
interviews that his banishment from India by his father (for education) was a 
childhood trauma marking his loss of mother India for Father England (Big 
Supposer 24). Walsh returns in Panic Spring as a key character, but he is less 
overtly autobiographical in this novel. 
This tension over race and belonging is made clear in the first image of 
England in Pied Piper of Lovers. The Caribbean author Caryl Phillips 
describes, in an uncanny parallel, his vision of such a moment at sea when he 
writes of the immigration policies that restricted citizens of the Empire, who 
were constitutionally British, from entering or settling in Britain:  
 
I have imagined the scene many times.... Crowds of West Indians are 
peering from the deck of a ship, eagerly securing their first view of the 
white cliffs of Dover.... At the moment of that first sighting I imagine 
that their dominant emotion would have been that of a profound sense 
of loss, for clearly they knew that it would be many years before they 
would return home to loved ones and familiar landscapes. (Phillips 
106) 
  
The poignancy for Phillips is that these “Crowds of West Indians” are British 
non-patrials under increasing limitations in the Commonwealth to enter or 
settle in Britain, in particular after amendments to the Commonwealth 
Immigrants Act of 1962 (the same Act that restricted Durrell’s freedom to 










have skimmed further back in Durrell’s Pied Piper of Lovers, a portion of which 
Phillips had anthologized in his collection Elegant Strangers for Faber & 
Faber only one year prior to writing the scene above. 
Durrell’s vision in his autobiographical novel is equally poignant as 
Phillips’s when the ship from India reaches the White Cliffs of Dover. It is 
stated in a remarkably similar manner that points to some of the critiques that 
follow later in Panic Spring: 
  
It would perhaps be impossible to define accurately the feeling of 
disappointment he [Walsh] experienced as he stood on the deck of the 
liner and watched the pearly cliffs insinuate themselves out of the light 
sea-haze.... [I]t was smaller than he had imagined!... [T]his 
observation implied some sort of intuitive deduction.... [T]hose who 
shouted, pointed and exclaimed were in the minority. A great number 
stood silent, gripping the rail, and experiencing that emotion of 
country-love which is occasioned in exiles. (Pied 109)  
 
Walsh’s inability to identify with the British citizens who revel over the 
“White as white” (Pied 110) cliffs – cliffs that recall his ‘less than white’ skin – 
is enriched by his otherness from India. He turns to a “small and gentle-
looking ayah... [whose] hands folded inside her sari” (Pied 111), and he feels 
“sick with an undefined regret, as though the beauty of the hills which he had 
left behind for ever still worked in him” (Pied 111). As Gordon Bowker points 
out, “the young colonial [was] returning ‘home’, but also setting off into exile” 
(18).  
Despite a shared “home,” the young ayah quickly marks Walsh as 
foreign to India. He is doubly estranged from both homes, and in both cases 
for reasons of ethnicity. Walsh asks her, “You are of the hills?” to which she 
responds, “Yes. Of Nepal” (Durrell, Pied 111). When he asserts his own home 
in the same manner – “He said shyly: ‘I, too, am from the hills. Kurseong.’” – 
she becomes silent: “she seemed to regard him as yet another of the alien race 
with whom she had nothing in common save the coincidence of a common 
dwelling; a birth-place and a country for her, for him no more than a 
temporary house” (111). The temporary nature of all homes haunted Durrell 
until his arrival in France in 1956, the country in which he spent the longest 
period of his life. For the previous 20 years, he had lived in Greece, Egypt, the 
Dodecanese (now Greece), Argentina, Serbia (the former Yugoslavia), and 
Cyprus with only brief residencies in Britain. 
 
Spirit of Place 
 
Durrell’s homelessness was deeply rooted, and it is reflected in Panic Spring in 
several ways as the characters all flee urban England for rural Greece, only to 
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be scattered again at the close of the novel. Durrell was in Greece during the 
German and Italian invasions in World War II, initially on Kerkyra (Corfu), 
then in Athens and Kalamata, and finally evacuated by caïque to Crete. As 
with his good friend George Seferis, who was part of the Greek government 
that eventually fled to South Africa via Egypt, Durrell was again evacuated to 
Cairo during the bombardment of Crete. He then relocated to Alexandria 
where he served in the British Foreign Office throughout World War II, 
which gave him fodder for his novel Justine, which is set in the same city. In 
the post-bellum period, Durrell rapidly returned to Greece where he 
continued to work for the British Foreign Office on Rhodes during the 
accretion of the Dodecanese islands to Greece. He was then in Argentina 
during President Juan Péron’s first term, in Yugoslavia under Marshall Tito, 
and on Cyprus during Enosis where he finished the major preparatory work 
for his major novel series The Alexandria Quartet while working as the 
Director of Public Relations for the British Government. He subsequently 
completed and published the four books of The Alexandria Quartet between 
1957 and 1960 after a final move to the south of France in 1956. 
 
Method & Style 
 
Durrell’s method is complex in Panic Spring. The reader is drawn between 
decontextualized allusions to other texts, frequent citations, changes in 
perspective, and the confusion of a shifting narrative voice and shifting focus 
on different characters. This confusion is compounded by the several different 
styles and references to other texts that shape how we understand each 
character. Durrell did not choose to use fragments and an incomplete form 
due to social pressures or expectations from his milieu – this decision was 
entirely his own. The plurality reflects his notebook composition method to a 
degree, but the fragmentation is itself a major aesthetic (and perhaps ethical) 
component of the novel’s aim. 
 In addition to the textual fragmentation, which we might find akin to 
Eliot’s fragments in The Waste Land (which Durrell has a character reading in 
Panic Spring), Durrell returns to several modernist themes. In the context of 
his historical moment, we as readers have a several questions we must answer 
for ourselves: 
 
1. Do we side with the life of the city or the life of the country? Our 
characters flee the city for a rural island, but not all are happy with this 
change. 
2. Do we prefer the sensuality of London or the introspection of the 
novel as a document of rural life on the Greek island? 
3. Is there a politics to the novel’s performance? Is it Marxist, capitalist, 
imperial, sexist, or anti-authoritarian? Before making a final 
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determination, consider the role in which it places the reader? Is the 
reader made into a community, and stakeholder, and colonizer with a 
power-laden gaze, or is the reader refused the easy victory of a 
predetermined resolution? Does the reader need to function 
individually or collectively? Does the novel resists foreclosing on the 
reader’s various potential understandings, or does the novel implicitly 
endorse multiple ways of seeing the world? 
 
Our answers to these questions are the ethical outcomes the novel drives us 
toward. It is easy to ignore this ethical imperative at the outset of the novel 
and simply enjoy its exotic and erotic imagery, but we are warned on the very 




As a critical category, Late Modernism has challenged standard approaches to 
modernist studies by asking how Modernism could change without breaking 
into something different. As a general trend, much modernist literature has 
been widely understood as part of an “Inward Turn.” This means it has relied 
on techniques like stream of consciousness and a focus on individuals rather 
than amorphous or diverse large social groups. In other words, Modernism 
may have dealt with large-scale social change, but it did so by looking to the 
individuals who experienced it. Furthermore, it did this not only by focusing 
on the individual but more specifically the personal inward psychological 
workings of this individual. “Stream of consciousness” is typically held up as 
the representative technique of this inward turn of Modernism. By contrast, 
Thomas S. Davis has argued that Late Modernism is characterized by an 
opposing “outward turn” to social processes rather than individual interiority 
(4). 
 The outward turn means a shift from the relations between individuals 
to the social conflicts at work in society, in particular “society” understood as a 
global or world-system. In other words, Jacob’s Room has shown readers the 
horrors of World War I only indirectly in its closing, made visible in the 
empty shoes in Jacob’s room (as a metonym), shoes that will never be worn 
again after he has been killed in combat. These are personalizations of global 
conflicts, and we encounter them through the stream of consciousness of 
individual characters. Likewise, in High Modernism Joyce’s Stephen Dedalus 
lives in the shadow of the Irish Famine and under the brutalities of British 
colonialism, but we only see these forces of the global British Empire 
primarily through the experiences and thoughts of an individual whose 
interior life we explore as readers. In contrast, the “outward turn” of Late 
Modernism shifts attention from interiorities to exterior life. It is very often 
everyday or quotidian life that becomes a representation of these social 
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conflicts, and into which radical change imposes itself. For Davis’ examples, 
George Orwell’s Homage to Catalonia about the Spanish Civil War and W.H. 
Auden and Christopher Isherwood’s Journey to a War about the Sino-Japanese 
War, show everyday life as it is disrupted (and then restored) by conflicts far 
beyond the scope of the individual. More importantly, these large social forces 
are invisible when seen at the scale of the everyday – we may know why a 
battle during war erupts suddenly and destroys a village or city, but for the 
people going about daily life within it, this is an irrational and inexplicable 
event caused by forces that are invisible to them. Put in slightly differently 
terms, literature shifts from minds to surfaces or from people to things, and 
this shift is a reflection of the conditions of late modernity. 
 These changes in Late Modernism suggest that the stylistic 
innovations we have seen so far in the course continue but alter slightly to 
serve different purposes. We may read in Stephan Dedalus a young man 
making his own decision within the context of British colonialism in Ireland, 
but for Late Modernism we would expect most of our attention to be on the 
colonial legacy, under which Stephen is more limited and perhaps even exists 
only as a by-product of colonialism. Tyrus Miller uses Orwell as his 
quintessential example of the late modernist moment, and he stresses Orwell’s 
criticism of Auden’s poetry about the Spanish Civil War – Orwell complained 
it was too “Boy Scoutish” and prone to slogans and jingoes rather than a real 
confrontation with the global conflict between liberalism and fascism. Orwell 
was probably right, but the effect for readers is to shift attention away from 
Auden’s personal experience of the war and toward the war’s redefining of 
everyday life for all involved. That is, the world imposes on the individual 
rather than the individual transforming the world. 
 
Durrell & Late Modernism 
 
Durrell’s novel Panic Spring sits uncomfortably in this concept of Late 
Modernism. We recognize in it echoes of narrative techniques we have 
previously seen in Joyce and Woolf, but at the same time Durrell opens with a 
discussion of “Revolution.” Still, rather than engaging with the Greek 
Revolution or the Spanish Revolution, the characters retreat from the 
experience of urban modernity to a rural pre-modern life shaped by the village 
and seemingly aristocratic values imposed by a single character. Durrell also 
stresses the conflicted morals between the Victorian character Rumanides as a 
force from the past and the more modern Walsh who seeks to change things. 
 In the end, the rural idyll cannot hold. The group breaks up and falls 
to pieces as “Revolution” imposes itself (this is the “panic” of the book’s title). 
However, we as readers are unsure if this is an overarching moral to the novel 
(world systems will disrupt the individual) or if it is a call to extent the pre-
modern, nostalgic life of the individual dedicated to interior experiences. 
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Perhaps it is a call to return to the life of the rural village rather than the urban 
metropolitan city. Durrell leaves the closing of Panic Spring ambiguous, so we 
do not know if the characters find something better or something worse, and 
this ambiguity may be precisely his point: the reader must make decisions 
rather than relying on the author. What is particularly striking is that Durrell’s 
decision to end his novel in this way, and to depict a return to pre-modern 
peasant life in Greece, comes in 1937, followed in 1938 by his decadent and 
erotic novel The Black Book. Orwell’s quintessential examples of the outward 
turn to surfaces and social consciousness rather than interior consciousness 
followed in 1938 in Homage to Catalonia, and then Auden and Isherwood’s 
likewise outward-oriented Journey to a War in 1939. Lest we see this as an 
accident of Durrell’s early status in the list, appearing two years before the 
outbreak of WWII, the journal he co-edited during the war while he was in 
Egypt defied the standard set by Auden and Orwell: Personal Landscape (the 
poetry magazine) emphasized the personal and only rarely alluded indirectly to 
the war that raged all about them and from which Durrell (and the other 
journal editors) had fled as refugees to Egypt. Personal Landscape instead 
emphasized the individual’s experience, and it was the opposite of Orwell and 
Auden – and very deliberately so. 
 The same conflicts emerge in Panic Spring. The shifts from chapter to 
chapter between individual characters seem to suggest that the individual is 
the most important unit of value, yet they are all thrown together by the 
pressures of revolution and the demands of transnational capital. The reader is 
ultimately unsure if the characters teach us that the individual exists distinct 
from overwhelming social demands, or that the individual exists conceptually 
because this is how late modernity works economically and socially: with 
alienated and isolated individuals who are incapable of the kinds of solidarity 
and collective action necessary for creating real social change. Durrell 
frustratingly leaves most of his novels this way, as if to suggest that each 
reader must make his or her own interpretive decision at the ending without 
relying on the author to tell the reader which is correct. And of course, that is 
itself a tactic very much a part of late modernist aesthetics. 
 You may also want to consider how in contrast Hemingway refuses 
any form of interiority for his characters (he shows what characters do but 
never tells how they think, and so forth) while at the same time he insists on 
the readers’ interpretations of such interior states (the depth beneath the tip of 
the iceberg). That is to say, in Hemingway and our previous readings, we 
know that the characters have deep inward experiences, and we see how they 
manifest themselves, but we do not have access to their consciousness in 
Hemingway’s work. Durrell in contrast gives much access to the interior 
experiences of his characters while at the same time showing their choices and 
where they live are merely whims of larger social forces. Durrell is both similar 
to and very different from the authors we have read so far, but more 
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troublingly, he appears to be so for different reasons. Reasons he does not 
reveal to us… 
 
Questions for Self-Review 
 
1. How do form and content relate to each other in Panic Spring, and 
how is this different from what we have seen in Woolf and 
Hemingway? 
2. How would you describe Modernism and Late Modernism as similar 
and different to a friend taking another course? 
3. Does Panic Spring critique the revolutions of its moment, or does it 
propose a different kind of revolution in the face of the imminent 
breakout of World War II?  
4. How do allusions work in the novel, and does your approach change 
when you think of T.S. Eliot as Durrell’s editor? 
5. In what ways is Panic Spring a modernist novel, and in what ways does 
it move outside of the forms of Modernism you have seen in this 
course? 
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Review & Exam Preparation 






1. To describe Modernist literature and the various artistic movements 
designated under the term “Modernism.” 
2. To demonstrate the ability to employ a New Critical reading method 
for modernist texts. 
3. To locate modernist texts in their cultural and historical context. 
4. To recognize socio-political responses to modernity in Modernism. 
5. To demonstrate familiarity with the course readings and the concepts 








We have moved from the early conditions of modernity and their disruption 
of social norms in the 1890s, as seen in Oscar Wilde, through to the late 
modernist “outward turn” challenged by Durrell. In between, we have seen 
literature, film, and print cultural responding to the First World War and 
anticipating the coming Second World War, with the rise of Fascism in 
between and radical changes in literary form that attempted to deal with these 
transformations of the world. 
The purpose of this section is to help you prepare for the final 
examination. The best preparation you can do is to ensure that you have 
finished reading and watching the assigned materials as well as this Study 
Guide. The final examination itself will be in the format of a viva voce or live 
interview – you will (1) answer a question or challenge about your final essay 
topic, then (2) discuss the main critical concept or argument of your final 
research essay in relation to a course text you have not discussed, and finally 
(3) compare two course readings in relation to Modernism or modernity.  
Per the syllabus, the final examination for this course will be 
conducted as a “viva voce” (interview) online through Skype or other audio or 
video communications. Students must have access to either a telephone or 
computer system that supports audio/video conferencing or Skype. Three 










essay, (2) discussing your final essay’s topic or approach in relation to a 
different text or paradigm, and (3) a comparison of two course readings. 
Evaluation is based on three criteria ranked in order of importance: (A) 
demonstrated completion of the course of studies, (B) demonstrated 
understanding of the critical concepts of the course, and (C) the capacity for 
creative or innovative thought. More succinctly, the exam will test if students 
completed the course and achieved a reasonable level of comprehension. 
In contrast to a typical written examination, this means you will have 
ample opportunity to show what you have learned, which should help you to 
boost your grade. However, unlike in a written examination, in a conversation 
it is very difficult to meaningfully discuss something you have not read –  for 
this reason, demonstrating completion of the assigned coursework is the first 
and most important part of the examination. If you are asked to discuss a 
reading you have not read, it is safer to simply admit this and ask to discuss 
another course text rather than attempt the conversation. In this respect, the 
viva voce format is often much more accurate and assessment of your work 
than a written examination can be. 
 
Modernism & Modernity 
 
We began this course by exploring the concept of Modernism as an artistic 
movement in response to the material condition of modernity. This is a 
materialist way of approaching modernist literature since it inevitably relates 
the aesthetic and literary elements of a text to the social and cultural 
circumstances that gave birth to it. In this sense, just as we do not have genres 
such as Science Fiction before we have science, we do not have Modernism 
before we have modernity. However, once we have a distinctly modernist 
style, it can spread as a method or aesthetic beyond those parts of the world 
that are already modernized. 
 At this point, please return to your notes from Unit 1 and answer the 
following question, but remember, there may not be a definitive single answer. 
You may instead need to find ways to justify the response you give, even if 
other answers are also reasonable. 
 
1. What is the difference between Modernism and modernity, and can 
you identify at least two texts we have read in which the two are in 
some form of conflict? 
2. What political conflicts characterized the rise of modernity? Can you 
think of a reason why any of these political movements developed as a 
response to modernity, and was there a modernist style associated with 
it? 
3. What does it mean for Modernism to “make it new”? What is the “it” 
and what does “new” mean in this context? 
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4. What does it mean for Modernism to have an “inward turn” and what 
distinctly modernist style or technique would you say characterizes it? 
If you had to guess, how do you think this relates to modernity? 
5. As a more speculative question, do you think we have entered a 





The second element of the final examination is demonstrating your 
completion of the course readings by being able to discuss them in relation to 
each other or your research essay’s topic. We have covered seven Units that 
focus on a major author or figure in each (and several authors and directors in 
Unit 5 on print cultures and film). You should review your notes on Units 2–7 
at this point in order to refresh your memory of each. To help with this, 
consider how you might discuss the questions or topics below. 
 
1. We finished the course by contrasting the “inward turn” or 
Modernism against a possible “outward turn” in Late Modernism. The 
main point of difference we noticed was the interiority of stream of 
consciousness that we saw in Woolf and Joyce in contrast to the 
emphasis on actions or external objects in Hemingway and Durrell. 
However, we saw long descriptive passages on objects in Wilde, deep 
attention to objects for metonymy and synecdoche in Woolf, and we 
also noticed that Hemingway gives evidence for complex psychological 
processes that he does not directly describe. Is it possible to keep these 
“inward” and “outward” turns separate from each other, or are they 
doomed to overlap and mix? 
2. We know that many of the authors later in the course had been 
reading the authors we discussed before them. Joyce read Wilde, 
Woolf read Joyce, Eliot read Woolf and Joyce, Hemingway read all of 
them, and finally Durrell read everybody… Instead of this 
chronological framework in which we read later authors in the shadow 
of their predecessors, how would you reverse this using Eliot’s sense of 
Tradition, in which later authors change how we understand those 
who came earlier? For instance, how does Durrell’s stream of 
consciousness change the way you read Woolf? Does Hemingway’s 
focus on external actions or his theory of omission alter how you see 
Joyce’s intense interiority? 
3. The years between World War I and World War II were anxious by 
anyone’s standards. Woolf, Eliot, and Hemingway seem obviously 
disturbed by the Great War and haunted by the new world it ushered 










wars and deliberately avoiding the topic. Does this difference signal a 
political difference among these authors? It hardly seems like it could 




As a final concern, we might also ask ourselves “If Modernism arose because 
of the complex conditions of modernity at the beginning of the Twentieth 
Century and came to a peak in the interwar years between World War I and 
World War II, why has there been a resurgence in Modernist Studies today?” 
This question is a little more difficult, but just as art and culture respond to 
our general social anxieties or needs in a particular moment in history, so too 
do scholarly fields change and alter to suit new needs. Modernist Studies had 
grown shabby and seemed on the way out at theories of Postmodernism 
flourish at the end of the Cold War and after –  all that changed abruptly in 
the late 1990s and at the opening of the Twenty-first Century. The so-called 
“New Modernist Studies” rose dramatically and quickly, calling to new 
academic interests and bringing a whole new generation of scholars to the 
study of Modernism, but in a new direction and with a new set of questions. 
 From your perspective as a student, why has Modernism called you to 
this course? Perhaps a more challenging question is, with our opening 
discussion of Fascism between the two World Wars, how do you see the 
warnings from and study of Modernism as relevant to today? Have we dwelled 
on the surfaces and objects, as Wilde did, to the exclusion of the inner life of 
the individual? Are we at risk of a fresh set of circumstances that reopen the 
unresolved social conflicts that led to the rise of Fascism? Is our own 
technological modernity changing the way our culture works to usher in a new 
set of aesthetics, visual standards, and cultural norms? 
 As Michael Levenson has argued, in a very deliberate provocation, 
Modernism has an ending in its own attempt to overcome the past through 
endless innovation. Can one really innovate forever, always making the past 
new again? Levenson points to a disturbingly authoritarian thread in 
Modernism that makes it also a warning as much as it is a movement in the 
arts: 
 
Certainly the examples are notorious. Eliot’s dalliance with the theory 
of totalitarianism, Yeats’s drift toward fantasies of social hierarchy, and 
Lawrence’s cult of leadership shared a contempt for liberal democracy 
that came perilously close to Fascism. (270) 
 
How can we read this today, knowing after World War II where this 
contempt of liberal democracy would lead: to the Holocaust, the Cold War, 
and another half-century of simmering conflicts in an atomic age of anxiety? 
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We may admire the modernist art works we have discovered in this course, 
but they arose from a period of intense conflicts and radical social change. 




As you reflect on your own experiences in this course and reading across these 
demanding texts, I hope you see your careful attention to texts as having 
grown in complexity and skill. As a reader, you should be more nimble and 
attentive. Like Hemingway’s iceberg, you should also have noticed whose 
voices are absent from this course –  some of those silences are enormous, for 
various reasons. 
 We have not directly read Ezra Pound, the poet who edited James 
Joyce, T.S. Eliot, and Ernest Hemingway (among many others). He is a 
demanding poet, and he is also still under copyright for the majority of his 
works apart from the early poems of his Imagist and Vorticist periods. We 
have also not read Wyndham Lewis, who is in the public domain for many of 
his works (or all of them in Canada). Perhaps copyright has played less of a 
role than their “alt-right” politics and entanglements with Fascism… 
 Among American authors, we have not read any poets or novelists of 
the Harlem Renaissance, which is a very large omission. In part this reflects 
their stylistic differences as well as their attention to American race relations, 
but it is also an inexcusable absence. They too spent time in Europe and 
sought stylistic and formal innovations, and more than those authors we have 
read, they lived and engaged directly in radical politics striving for a 
progressive social advancement toward a more equitable and free society. At 
the same time, this pedagogical and social ambition in their works marks 
them as distinct from the modernists we have read. Our readings may have 
included a social commentary, but it was hardly the driving force in any of the 
works we have moved through. 
 Lastly, we have only one female author in the course: Woolf. This is a 
serious aporia. She is arguably the greatest novelist of the Twentieth Century, 
but why have the other female voices of modernism not been here? Janet Boyd 
has argued convincingly for the central role of Gertrude Stein in Modernism 
and Stein’s continued importance today (Boyd 2). The poet and novelist H.D. 
(Hilda Doolittle) is the key voice of Imagism and has been widely recuperated 
in scholarship as a voice standing beside Pound and Eliot, quite literally since 
she knew both and Pound was her college boyfriend. And like many ex-
boyfriends, he was eager for her to appear in the Image he constructed for her. 
Yet, the major accomplishments of both H.D. and Stein fall after 1922, the 
miracle year of Modernism and the cut-off date for public domain and 
copyright in America –  we have most of our course texts because the authors 
died more than 50 years ago (public domain in Canada) or were published 
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during or before 1922 (public domain in the USA), with Hemingway failing 
to file for copyright and Durrell as our sole exception. Practical concerns 
weighed here, but Stein and H.D.’s are central voices to Modernism, as are 
Mina Loy, Amy Lowell, Djuna Barnes, Baroness Elsa von Freytag-
Loringhoven, and Kay Boyle. They are not central “female” voice, but central 
voices whose work shifted the direction of modernist literature and demands 
reassessment after the “boys club” of modernists like Pound and Eliot edited 
them into a more confined role. 
 Lastly, where are the modernist voices outside of Europe and 
America? As an English literature course, this limitation has practical reasons, 
but writers such as Sam Bardaouil have convincingly recuperated Surrealism in 
Egypt as an independent and radical node of artistic productivity (and with a 
global reach and influence), while Russian Modernism has long been 
celebrated in the arts and literature. Modernism in China, Japan, and India 
have gained greater recognition under the paradigm shift of the New 
Modernist Studies, and more work has emerged and expanded on Balkan, 
Greek, and Mediterranean modernisms as well. The Iron Curtain of the Cold 
War divided streams of modernist and postmodernist literature, yet they 
persisted. For English literature, we may justifiably focus on primarily 
American and British writers, but Modernism quickly became (and really 
always was) a truly global movement. 
 In the Twenty-first Century, are these absences based on race, gender, 
ethnicity, and nationality acceptable? Are they a lingering heritage of the very 
traits of Modernism that led too many modernists to a flirtation with 
Fascism? And what should we demand of courses like this in the future? 
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